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a of innovation but few truly seek it. Instead, 
they are constrained by old ways of thinking-assicning blame and avoiding r k k .  Tc be truly 
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As we approach the mid goint of our association year, the Winter Meeting in 
Chicago, all aromd us are signs of the downtllrn in the economy and the re- 
sulting impact cn menbeis. It keeps our need to be flexible and sei! cur value 
front and center 
We have talked abou: change for a long time. We have looked a? the changes 
going on around us. We've listened ro members saying it was time to change. 
:us"lwo years ago, we set up task forces to capture ways in which we need to 
change. We are aaking changes, as they make sense. 
We hired a forward-looking executive director, precisely because of her com- 
fort with change. With the support of an outside consultant, SLA staff has 
proceeded to change internally to match our directions. With the staff restmc- 
iuring in October, internal changes have beguc. 
liere's where we are with the work of the task forces begun two winters ago: 
Branding: The work o f  :his task force continues and the board is expecting 
their report at the Winter Meeting, hopefully leading to recomme~dations to 
the membership in Los Angeles in June. 
Conferences: Change is ongoing in conference planning. As the Red Queen s a d  to 
Alice, "It takes ali the running you can do, to keep in the same place. If yor? want 
to get somewhere else, you must run at least twice as fast as that!" We look for om 
conference to be the one our nembers select for networking, learning, and in- 
volvement in the associa~ion that is promoting their professional weii-heing. 
Membership: The importance of me~.ber recruitment and helping members be- 
come impact players in their organizations is key to our success as an association 
and profession We have created a pilot Virk~a! "Subscription" [since we cannot 
create a nembership category without a bylaws change) to meet the needs of 
non-North American members who would benefit from our virruai; services but 
who do not affiliate with any chapters, divisions, or attend meetings. 
Partnerships: We are lookicg at expanding our partnerships as rec~rr~mended 
in this committee's report. 
Simplification: With very iittie encouragement, many of the divisions and chap- 
ters are simplifying, icoking at what can be eliminated so that they car, spend 
mere t ine  on what's important to them. The Board of Directors is looking at 
presenting a streimlined byiaws for approval so that the association can better 
respcnd to changing needs. Simplification of bylaws does not mean abandon- 
ing precedent, tradition, and established guidelines, but it will allow us to 
make needed changes without a costly, time-consuning, bureaucratic cycle. 
This is a process that we hope to bring to the annual neeting in Los Angeles 
for a vote and then mail to members for their approval. 
As you can see, :2e association is looking at major changes this year, but you 
are par: of the process, as you wi!l have the opportunity to vote at the annual 
meeting and then, if successful, by m a i  ballot for chacges to the bylaws. Yorrr 
views matter. These changes are stepping stones toward our becoming the 
association yoi: have been asking for. 
Hope N. Tillman, SLA President 
For more than 20 years, Je f j ry  Cufaude, www.ideaarchitects.org, has been on architect of fdeas, helping 
individuals and organizations create more compeLli/ig possibilities through his stofileadership, conzultirig, 
speakfng, and writing. 
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would be known for producing great tdeas. What would you include a s  i ts  foundation? What qualities, characteristics, 
vatues, etc., would have t o  be present t o  foster a cubture of creativity and innovation? 
Taking a step back from the rush to produce great ideas 
is critical. No architect starts to design a building with- 
out Zrst understanding what it is supposed to accom- 
plish, what work and activity it is meant to support, and 
what feelings it is supposed to engender from those who 
will inhabit it. We must search for the same understand- 
ing if we are to build an organization that will encour- 
age generating ideas. This type of organization is re- 
ferred to os a "Creation Company" in the recently released 
book, 'Nhoosh, by Tom McGehee, an executive with Cap 
Gemini Ernst and Young. 
All it takes is a simple checklist to determine if an orga- 
nization is a Compliance Company or a Creative Com- 
pany. According to McGehee's research, Compliance 
Companies tend to be rule-based, reactive, closed, risk 
avoiders, defrcir loc~sed, concerned with recreating past 
successes, and internally focused. In contrast, Creation 
Companies are relationship-based, proactive, opportunity 
creators, positive focused, concerned with creating new 
successes, and externally focused. 
McGehee suggests organizations can be more successful 
by foliowing three fundamental {if not particularly new 
or sexy] principles: 
Emphasizing freedonr, not control 
0 Creating the new, not replicating the old 
Valuing individual expression and collaborative work 
These siaple principles can serve as part of the founda- 
:ion for any organization wanting to produce great ideas. 
Fr.3i28 t . 2 ~  
Once the fcundation of a building is poured, construc- 
tion begins on the framework for the structure. Simi- 
larly, individuals or organizations must adopt a frame- 
work of beliefs conducive to creativity and innovation. 
These 5eiief.s &ape the subsequent actions of those indi- 
viduals and organizations. Without these beliefs, an or- 
ganization might be fortunate enough to receive random 
innovative ideas or actions from its members. But when 
these beliefs are present, the organization's architecture 
is nore actively promoting the production of great ideas. 
Here are a few of the more usefui beliefs evident in inno- 
vative individuals and organizations: 
F,c, & A Q ?  r l f  $30 Sf:{- $..%q$ &f2:q, 
In their seminal work, Built to Last, co-authors Jim Collins 
and Jerry Porras found that visionary companies had a 
high threshold for, and acceptance of, experimentation. 
Trying a lot of stuff and seeing what works was a mantra 
among these companies, and the organizational cultures 
made mistakes, setbacks, and "failures" an acceptable by 
product of this belief system. 
Do you have such a belief in yocr organization ... or in 
your own mind? If things don't go according to plan, is 
assigning blame one of the first acts that follows? Are 
yo:l comfortable improvising within a reasonably defined 
framework or does the thought of "maiti~g it up as you 
go" give way to personal paralysis? Accepting that we 
often experiment our way into the right idea is a critical 
belief for individuals and organizations to adopt. 
Commitment to such a belief can be seen in many ways, 
including supporting experimentation through sabbati- 
cals, financial resources, and allocated for exploration, 
and an emphasis on what are we learning as opposed to 
who's responsible for what's not working. 
re..... ,>z&jna and Ey&yab.;i.li:8 ;3fffc:yficgs 
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When you read the stories of great architects, you find 
they draw on a dizzying array of disciplines and media 
for inspiration. The movement in a dance can slrggest 
the shape of a building. The ?attern of an animal's skin 
becomes the model for a building's facade. Architects ac- 
tively seek and embrace diversity to inspire their own 
work ir, new and interesting ways. 
Many individuals and organizations give lip service to 
enbracing diversity. 
3ut there is more to 
diversity than race 
or culture. Realizing 
the real power of di- 
versity means ac- 
cepting the widest 
possible range of in- 
put for the work that 
you are doing. 
Wnen we only part- 
ner with others who 
see the worid as we 
do, we can only pro- 
duce more of the 
same thing. Have 
you ever visited one 
of those communii,y 
developme~ts -where 
airnos? every house is 
identical and the only 
noticeable difference 
is a very slight varia- 
tion in the pain: pal- 
ette? The same 
blandness is far too 
prevalent in mmy or- 
ganizaliocs. 
When ar, orga~fzationai culture faiis ro proznote and re- 
ward coiiaboratioc and cross-poliinatioc of people, ideas, 
and departments, the end result is waaily a =ere varia- 
tion on a therne. Creative and innovative individuaIs and 
organizations look anywhere and everywhere for ideas 
and inspiration. Xventuaiiy the seeming chaos of such 
broad and diverse stimuii sifts its way to exciting oppor- 
tunities and creative solutions. 
."7~ ; F;;r&:&x f Gn.Ftrg$pr$s 
The belief fmnework relies on acceptance cf the pradox 
of constraints, or as Collins and Porras tescPibe it in Brzi!t 
to Lest, embracing the and rather than succumbing to 
the Tyranny of the Or. Too often we see choices paicted 
as either/or when embracing the balance 5ean  of the 
and is rsmre iikeiy to yield creative and innovative re- 
suits. 
r p :  base time, far exampie S o ~ e  will argue that the best 
ideas are produced when ideas have had dime to "mas- 
caden in the mind for a lengthy ~ e r i o d  of reflection and 
incubation. Others point out that the best ideas are often 
produced when crisis is iooming, rime is short, and re- 
sults have do be prodnced. Which belief shouid be 
adapted? Both. 
The paradox of con- 
straints acknowl- 
edges that cboices a t  
both ends of a con- 
tinuurl hold value 
for individuals and 
organizations in 
terns  of prodwing 
berter ibeas. Con- 
straints can Include 
time, dollars, mite- 
rials, or other re- 
sources. We have all 
probably seen archi- 
tects who 5ave 
crafted an amazing 
response t3 a 
homeow~er 's  bud- 
get constraints and 
placed it next to an 
ontiandishiy expen- 
sive lighting fixture 
or decorative eie- 
ment. When seek- 
i?g to produce inno- 
vative ideas we ca? 
often inspire infer- 
estmg possibilities 
by constraining the wag7 we have framed the qnestion or 
problem. 
. . ~ . . ,  - -  
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O ~ c e  the framework has been estabiished for a building, 
construction then turns to compieticg the siructure and 
persocalizing the iook with unique materials, paint col- 
ors, finishes, etc. in terms cf creativity and innovation, 
irdividuais and crganizations can co=piete their con- 
struction with the iEplementation of some powerful prac- 
tices known to suppcrt idea generation. 
;.-,- .j...'.,:,r:y*\: 
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When team members are comfortable wi:h their own :asks 
and "circle of infiuence" (Stephen Covey> and know ?heir 
ideas arid opinicns matter to others, they can begin offer- 
ing innovative idcas ahont new produc:~ and inrproved 
services to others on the team without feeling like they 
are stepping ol: toes or crossing invisible boundaries. 
. . 
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If any crganization has its services and programs at such 
a ievei that they have no rocm for inqxovenent or inno- 
vation, tker: iet them piease stand np and be counted. 
The reality is most of us have uniidted room fcr innova- 
tion, bun k e q  letting i i ~ i t e d  :ixe and resources be our 
safety valve. We need to make improvement and innova- 
tion everyday practices instead of relegating them to the 
annual off-site retreat. 
&?:<y..-?: % .%\\ ;P,:G.&,j?.& c.:,:,v \, 
If you are building a home and go to the architect with a 
complete set of biueprints already drawn, you are dra- 
matically constraining the usefulness and creativity this 
lndilriduai can offer you. Organizations stifle individual 
creativity and innovation in their own way through ex- 
cessively restrictive policies and procedures, cumbersome 
idea approval processes, and limiting definitions of indi- 
vlduai turf. Often the best way to build better ideas is to 
tear dcwn some of the walls preventing individuals from 
exercising their own initiative. 
". QBj ix  ., i ' ~ ~ ~ : ~ ~ - ~ . -  : k \ \ ; :  0": s , d ,%A h':$ E-." 75,-%-* J 
We have been indoctrinated in our culture to find the 
"right" answer. instead we need to become comfortable 
with creatingor finding answers that are "right enough" 
for "right now." If we can accomplish this, then we will 
be able lo meet our stakeholder's needs by providing them 
with prototypes of programs and services that we know 
will evolve and improve over time. Any building will 
nost  likeiy appear somewhat dated during its lifetime, 
so we move ic  and renovate as needed. Any "right now" 
solution may need renovation as we factor in new infor- 
m a t i o ~  axd new experiences. 
g e7:-,. .,*ia,::l :,, + Lkc,<n: **.<# ...+ ... : d ; r : ~ ~ & $ j  .,..,,A ,,,+ gQ?g$ $i:T?Sg$e ", L" 
is Bz~iit  o Last, Collins and Porras found that one of the 
distinct iogredients of visionary companies was the pres- 
ence and vigilant guarding of a core purpose and set of 
values. This "core ideology" not only guided organiza- 
tional decisions an& efforts, it helped determine whar the 
organization wouiri not do. Many associations and com- 
panies hzve lost sight of their core purpose in a good- 
natured attempt to be all things to all people and as the 
result of mind-numbing mission statement exercises that 
produced lengthy statements that inspire few and offend 
no one. Architects can't merely design "cool" buildings. 
To be successfu1, they must build structures that ultimately 
fulfill rheir intended purpose. 
S',.,;9 4 .<, <~..<.pY < I '  41 ::.>".. +;;i.. 
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We do not have an unlimited supply of building resources 
available though many individuals might believe we do. 
Architects ~ u s t  consider the sustainability of their work 
and the inpact their choice of materials has on others. 
In organizations, we must remain vigilant that the pace 
and processes of our efforts are sustainable over t i ~ e  and 
not just useful for brief moments. Individuals in one 
department ako rr.rrst be sensitive to the impact their ef- 
forts n a y  have on others in the organization, and any 
individlral organization must contemplate how it affects 
the sustainability of the industry or discipline overali. 
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we should not have to dare to be different. We should be 
appreciated and valued for the ucique individuals we are, 
and our unique contributions and perspecrives should 
then be leveraged for the good of the organization. The 
Gallup organization recently conducted some exhaustive 
research that supports a rather contrarian vlew of em- 
ployee development. Rather than iavish attention on help- 
ing staff overcome their weaknesses, we should help them 
identify their strengths and how they can best contribute 
them to their work and the organization. While archi- 
tects often stretch the boundaries of what they design, 
they also specialize in particuiar types of buildings and 
efforts that reflect their natural gifts and talents. 
$ e ~ a l ~ i ~ g  an &;l&j4&~? 
Great ideas, like great architecture, are not the sole pur- 
view of "wonderkunds" locked away in some vault of 
creativity, periodically emerghg from hibernation ta make 
brilliant pronouncements. Any individual or organiza- 
tion seeking to produce great ideas can learn much from 
the discipline of architecture and the craft of the archi- 
tects themselves. The principles an6 practices highlighted 
here can be the first steps on your personal journey to 
becoming an Idea Architect. 
Ed Hudner is the KO-founder of Cambridge Hill Partners, a consA!tingjrm from Cambn'dge, Moss., 
that is focused on helping organizations reshape, rep~sil ' icn, and create renewed momentum. 
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panacea that wilb restore an organization t o  prominence, profitability, and dominant market share. Conceptualiy, 
innovaticen i s  undeniabiy fundamental t o  any organization's longevity and, ultimately, i ts  success. Yet the practice of 
innovation i s  not easily integrated into a company's strategic and management practices. Innovation i s  often perceived 
as  the domain of the creative few or something that happens more serendipitously. Companies that are truly innovative 
have developed, supported, measured, and rewarded the management practice of innovation. 
So what is innovation? Simply said, innovation is the For innovations to be developed, what needs to be in place? 
successhi implementation of creative ideas that gener- First and foremost, there needs to be vision. Chrysier's 
ate value and address an znmet need or gap. For an launch of the first minivans in the early 1980's was driven 
idea to be innovative it must offer some benefit or utii- by vision. Chrysler built a vision based on extensive con- 
ity beyond what is available today. In the end, it also sumer and market research, assessment of societal asd 
must be feasible. Without feasibility, an innovative idea economic trends, and sheer inhition. On the heels of a 
remains just a good idea. For example, in I994 Apple government bailout, this strategy bore significant risk. It 
Co=puter released Newton. a personal digital assistant could have never been realized without vision. Unin- 
(PDA]. Considered innovative at the time, Newton formed vision can translate to unmitigated risk. Realiz- 
splashed onto the mar- ing a vision requires re- 
ket and eventually search, testing of as- 
drowned due ;o feasibil- @31&5 that  k$.$ &!. $ D Y$ ~ v & k f e  b sumptions, exploring al- 
ity issues. Apple was ternatives, and calculat- 
bleeding in many areas: g j  eye fa e f$, s %J p e e if, $3 e 44 u red , an 3 ing feasibility. 
printers: monitors, com- 
puters (too many mod- Second, continuous in- rewzrded & h e  iutar2,qgrqewt p~;,,c$i,:e ~f 
e!sj, and more. In ad- novation is deliberate, 
dil ion, Newton was 
ahead of the consumer 3 Q R B V $ % & ~  
and supporting technol- 
ogy. AIQhough New-ton was starting to make inroads 
intc new rr.arkets, Apple chose to cut its losses. Seven 
years later the market is flooded with PDAs including 
such brands as Palm Pilot and Visor. 
Why zs znnavation an  important practice? Without the 
ability to innovate, companies and their units run the 
risk of b e c o ~ i n g  less relevant. Strengthening manage- 
ment practices to support innovation results in value to 
:he comaany and rts customers whether it is through 
products, services, or operations. Beyond the bottom 
line, the ability to innovate satisfies our basic motiva- 
tion and desire to produce something that is worthwh~le. 
If a company expects, supports, and rewards practices 
for innovatioc, employees will undoubtedly seize op- 
portunities to develop creative ideas that are feasible 
and s-xcessfnd. 
structured, and focused. 
The most effective inno- 
vators have systemized 
the generation and testing of new ideas. They recognize 
the value of instilling a disciplined approach to bringing 
new ideas to fruition. To continue to fuel innovations, 
they realize that there is a need for organizational sys- 
tems that capture and manage knowledge. 
Third, innovation requires a diversity of perspectives, 
experience, and expertise. A winning innovation is no: 
the product of one person's work. It is typically the prod- 
uct of collaboration that leverages a diversity of talent. 
Last, innovators accept risk. The risk of failure and the 
chance of success are built into the innovation equation. 
Innovators do their homework. They learn from their 
mistakes and their successes. They realize that past per- 
formance is a rich source of information, yet they do no: 
aIlow the past to dictate future success or failure. 
What roles can informatior, professionals play in encour- power" is true if the information is relevant to the Snsi- 
aging and supporting innovatioc in their organizations? ness and strategic issues. 
& Understand the future possibiiities for the organiza- @ Contribute to strategy deveiorpment. In the 70's and 
tion. In both corporate and academic settings, we often 8O's, corporate strategy consumed enormous amounts of 
become singular in focus. With short-term pressures on time, resource: and expertise. hhs t  coqorations were 
time, resomces, and ecergy, we understandably focus on well staffed wirh "ccr;jora':e strategists" who had the re- 
our immediate objectives and actions. Tkis Jccus can 
come at the expense of developing a deeper understand- sponsibility of charting a certain and profitable path. in- 
ing of how o w  organization may change or silould change stitutions of higher education were struggling with in- 
over tiKe and, consequentiy, how cur role needs to creasing costs while attempting to strengthen and solidify 
change. Without this understanding, innovation remains their position within tke world of higher education ( a k a .  
an empty promise. strategy]. 
A fundamental component of innovation is a real t i ~ e  As we traveled through the '93s and into a new millen- 
understanding of t5e business-its cusamers, products nium, traditional approaches to strategy 5egan to fail Sy 
and services, its markets, its comper.encies, its competi- the wayside. With the continual stream of new techncio- 
tion, and e ~ e r g i n g  industry trecds. Without this under- gies and emergence of a myriad of new products and ser- 
standing, an infcmation specialist will have difficulty vices, fewer orgarizations feel they can afford to inwesr 
sourcing, screening, and distilling information &at adds time in deveiopisg strategies that are likely tc chasge 
value to the ~ r g a  old adage "information is anyway. Higher education is aiso feeling the pinch of 
ti:ne as it attempts tr, compete in a radically changing 
market. 
Access to real-ti=e infor-aation that is compellicg and 
zgpiicaXe will be critical to future success. While the 
information itself is essential, the format a s 6  mode of 
delivery is also critical. By the nature of their role a d  
position, informaticc specialists are well posirioned to 
lead in the collection, distiilatioc, and distribution of in- 
formation. As a result, information specialists can snb- 
sfantively inflnence reai-fine strategy deveiopaent. In- 
fornation specialists can help fuel the development of 
innovative products, services, and internal processes by 
providing valuable isformation abont "what" an organi- 
zation should provide to "whom" and "how" it should 
provide that information. 
@ Distill information to create added value. Untii the 
!ate ' $ 0 ' ~ ~  many academic iibrarians -were perceived as 
the guardiacs of collections. The focus was primarily on 
blildlng strong collections, providing access to printed 
materizls, and assisting a patron so navigate the ccllec- 
tion, In a similar way, corporate li5raries were typically 
concerned with building the collection of materials, pro- 
viding access to employees, and helping employees find 
needed materials. 
With :he growth of the Internet, an increase in electronic 
comrriunications, and the continued entries into the pub- 
lishing market, the amount and range of available infor- 
mation is simply astonishing. The Internet has contrib- 
uted to b ~ t h  the development of information as well as 
its universal distribution. The amour,t of compelling and 
potentially valuable information available through the 
Internet flies in the face of osr need for more time. 
Information specialists are well positioned to drive the 
transfer of relevant strategic information to those who 
can and vcrill use it. Transferring needed infornation in 
a high value way will require assessing internal cus- 
tomers' needs. For innovations to occur there needs to 
he a mix of data points that can be drive the creative 
thinking process. Information specialists cannot only 
provide data in response to internal customer's needs, 
they can proactively provide data that n a y  yield new 
innovations. 
9 Develop partnerships. Infornarion specialists need 
to frame their role in an organization as a partner with 
key individuals and groups. FundamentaIIy, the role 
should extend beyond collections, research, and direcz 
services to consulting. Information specialists can offer 
immense value to their customers' by not only assess- 
ing and responding to their needs but by consulting, 
advising, and influencing their customers on key orga- 
nizational decisions. 
Organize for innovation. For innovations to occur, an 
organization needs several components. On the individual 
level, organizations need people who have developed cre- 
ativity skills, who have the needed expertise, and who 
have the motivation to achieve results. Or, the organiza- 
tional level, organizations need to demonstrate an insti- 
tutional commitment to innovation, to support manage- 
ment practices that foster innovation, and provide re- 
sources to fuel innovative experiments. 
9 Instill discipline. Innovations require discipline on 
nxmy fronts. Innovations rarely occur from a single idea 
dnring a moment in time. @ 

"Pleat Squeeze" toothpaste tube or Po[aroiCs 1-zone camera? If you have used any of  these products, then you have 
some familiarity with the work of  IDEO, a design firm located in Palo Alto, CA. 
Tom Kelley is one of the major engines in this firm. Work- 
ing along with his brother David (the firm's founder), he 
has seen IDEO grow from 20 designers to staff of more 
than 200. in this time, Kelley has learned a lot about in- 
novation, which he shares in his book, The Art of Inno- 
vation. Keiiey shared his thoughts about the book and 
how information professionals can become more innova- 
tive 4 3  a recent interview with Information Outlook. 
- - - 1 A -  - What IS the art of innovation in 
your view? 
-- - 1 I think it is about injecting a little more 
creativity and a l;tfie more fun into the process of work, 
and as a resuit coming out with better ideas. The key 
elements of the art of innovation are treating llfe as an 
expenment-this idea that you need to continuously try 
things as opposed to just sticking to the knitting and brain- 
storming an? prototyping and observations 
::C. We put the words creativity and innovation tcgether, 
but they are not the same. Are they? 
- I actually tecd to shy away from the word creativity. 
I typicaliy use the word "innovation" a lot more than the 
-word "creativity" because creativity seems like an inher- 
ent trait. It is very easy for people, especially business 
people, to say, "I am not really very creative. I don't do 
that kind of thing,'' 
lnnovation scunds more like something that can be 
learned. I feei like that word is much less frightening, 
and peopie are more open to embracing it, more willing 
to give it a try. 
. I think the other challenge around this is that peopie 
attach the adjective "innovative" to a lot of things- 
innovative food or innovative this or innovative rhat- 
and it seems like it. is purely a buzzword with no mean- 
ing. 
.: i.. Peapie are starting to use the word "innovative" In 
the places they would have previousIy used the word 
"new." I think the distinction we should niake is any- 
thing unusual that you do may be new, but innovative is 
new in a way that adds value. I think it is a fair question 
to ask whether a new product or service is truly innova- 
tive or whether it just has some new feature built on 
because somebody thought they could do it. 
- - 
.::::_i. What did you learn new about innovation doing this 
book? 
Writing the book was a gigantic project for me, and 
1 learned all kinds of things about myself and about the 
company. In the beginning of the book project, I focused 
on IDEO's five-step methodology-understand; observe; 
visualize; evaluate and refine; and implement. Initially, 
I thought I might structure the book around those five 
steps in the process. 
As I dug deeper, however, I realized the methodology is 
simply what we do. It is step one, step two, step three, 
eic., and there is not that much magic in the methodoi- 
ogy per se. The magic is in what 1 would characterize as 
our work practices-things like brainstorming approaches, 
a belief in quick prototyping, or an open-micded style of 
group problem solving. The spark of innovation is not in 
what we do, but in how we do it. I learned that the work 
practices were at least as important, probably more im- 
portant for our teams, than the methodology itself. 
13. IDEO had an interesting experience with "Nightline" 
that you talk about in the book. What was that about? 
-7' The crew from ABC News came in and said, "We 
want to see innovation happen." They gave us four days 
to reinvent a product category that turned out to be gro- 
cery-shopping carts. 
We went through all the steps that we normally go through 
in a real project, but we did them incredibly quickly. So 
we went through the "understand" phase-figuring out 
what the current market is-in the first day. We then went 
january 
through the '"observe" phase, which involved getting away a memo one day promoting her librariac role. 1; said, 
from our desks, and getting out into tile reai world to "Our library of resources are available 24 hours a bag7, 7 
watch people grocery shopping. days a week." -What she meant to say is these books are 
sitting on :he shelves there ali the tine, always available 
Then we went into the ""visualize" phase, whex  we staxed but never ac:rraIly touched. 
prototyping. Some of those first prototype carts really 
looked pretty n?essy; and even 2 little ngiy because :hey She was, in my opinion, approzching the sikstion solely 
were ail doine in a day. We're taikizg about foamcore, from her point of view, saying "I've go: the= all numbered 
and wire-the cheapest, quick- 
est materiais we could find. 
The next step was to evaluate a d  
refine. We had a pretty broad 
range of prototypes. In t k  "re- 
fine" stage, we said, "Okay, let's 
narrow it do7m to the stuff that 
we :I~i4lk people are interested in." 
In the "bplement" stage, we buiit 
a finished mod& good e n o ~ g h  to 
clearly com~unicate the ideas of 
the new shopping cart. 
We first showed it to the A3C 
News people. Then carr,e the 
highest-risk portion of that  
whole show. They wheeled the 
new high-tech cart down the 
street to a local grocery store and 
showed it, to crrstomers and to 
store managers and said, "Key, 
what do you think?" We were 
pretty vuherabie at that mo- 
rnent, but-fortunateiy for us-they said nice things 
> <-. 
::::..,, If i a n  an information professional inside an organi- 
zation and I a n  thinking about this idea of designing 
aroblnd the delivery of information or knowiedge to ~y 
customers, what qzesiions vvcuid you advise me to ask? 
'Yi.i: There is a danger in them having a purist attitude of 
"Look, this is the way we do it. information Las to be 
organized in this way and you have to request it this 
way." In a corporate world, ?hat approach can bareiy 
work. 
So if I -were the person you described, I would spend some 
time trying to figcre out whar it is thar people realiy want 
or, even more important, what they need that tsey haven't 
articulated yet. If you can center your ~e r sona l  or p ~ o -  
fessional services on what people really waEt, then yea 
have a chance to make your client happier, even when 
they didn't know they were lacking it. 
Back when I was a managenent consultant, we had a 
part-time librarian at the firm, who had these dusty aid 
business books that no one ever looked at. She sect out 
and orgacized" a d  stuff I i k  
that. But it hadn't occurzd to her 
that s k  had a service offering 
:$at did not fit in with the needs 
of who the custoEers were. 
1 a x  not saying that nernbers 
of your association are iikr :hat, 
bnt in this red-!iff exar~ple, I
was a member of the fir,?: for 
five years and 1 never once 
&mad? azy m e  of this resource. 
If she had asked how 1 used the 
existing library, she wouid have 
Larced that I didn't ilse it at ali, 
and our fdlow-up censrersation 
might have led to all kinds of 
opportunity for innovatio~r. 
i t h n k  ycu can ?urn yoilrseif 
i ~ t u  a Dore highly valued per- 
son in the organization or tnrn 
yoar function into something 
that there is 2 buzz about. 
For warnpLe, a Ph.3. researci-ier helped E e  with the bock. 
Wel!, "'Ph.D," acd "research7' sounds kind of dry in ser- 
tain ways, but, she rvzs fabulous. 1 ioved her work, and4 
talked about her so xuci-i rhat the professor who reccm- 
mended her to me [who had never nsed her for research 
on his owr: work) was figlxing me for her time. It was 
because she was so good, so focussed on exactly the type 
of information I was after. 
Her research was an intrinsic part of the book effort, and 
it was really valuable. 
On the other hard,  we had another researcher who jus: 
"wen: through the motior,s," withouf generatirrg any ez- 
ergy, any "buzz," acy value. If ~ G U  compare those two 
peopie, i wouid recommend her to any ?mployar who is 
leeking for a knadedge worker, while I wouldn't rec- 
ommend the other researcher ao anybody. In a cer?afz 
way, she created an experience for me that was so c o a -  
pellicg that I wanted to talk to everybody about it. 
, In the Hararerd Business review, they said: "'Keiky's 
book begs rhe fundzrr,entai question for today's organi- 
information 
-a.a: A good day. A fantastic day. The pressure was on. 
You delivered. Facx at your fingertips. Tne power to search. Your way, Pinpoint precision. 
Best content. Dow Jones and Reuters. Two giobal leaders. One incredible new service. 
Visit ww.factiva.com/factiva to  find out more. 
fact wa. 
Dow Jones & Reuteri 
zatioas. How f!exi%le are they prepared to be in their 
jnnovation efforts?" i guess the larger question is how 
much of this is technique and how much of it is organi- 
zationai culture? 
-- C It certainly is in large ~ a r t  czlturai. The cjuesrfon 
then Secomes how m x h  can you shif",rganizat~onal 
culture? I certainiy believe you can maid a cdture, ju t  it 
takes Rzore than words, more than just window dressing. 
For example, Sears, b r i z g  the peak dot-corn era, created 
a space m t ~ e  s 2rs.co-n~ portion of the enterprise w3ere 
they had a foosball table acd a basketball court. 3ut 
nobody used it because apparently the culture said it 
wasn't okay to he seen "fooling around." The culture 
said you were goofing off if you were over at the foosbaii 
table. !F is not enough to just say you're "cod," fo say 
you have an i~nova?ion program 
I think one of the real tests is what the boss says right 
after a failure. Because all of the window dressing in the 
world won't fix it, if every time some5ody makes a mis- 
step they get called on the carpet or fired. Actions speak 
louder than words, and that behavior says, "Never z i n d  
what h said about risk-taking," 
18: We hear more and more that the major factor of pro- 
duction is no longer land, Iabor, and capital. If is knowl- 
edge. In your view, bow does the flow of knowledge really 
fit with the innovation process inside an organization? Mow 
do yoli see those two things ccnnecting? 
-._._;- 
::A<; I would link knowledge and innovation because it 
is the synthesis of the knowiedge in the organization that 
allows you to inncvzte. in our client work, we do a bnnch 
of interviews and a bunch of observations. Then we keep 
ail the information in our head, and try to find to find a 
spark fron that. In a very large company2 the problem 
becomes how to hold ail of that knowledge in your head. 
it is impossible for one human, right? So you have to 
rieveiop organizatiocai tools for capturing, storing, and 
disseminating knowledge in a way that can spark inno- 
vation. 
I believe that all of the magic is at the intersection cf 
disciplices now. You cannot win the game just by hav- 
ing better engiceers or better marketers than ihe people 
down the street. So the s lagc is at the intersection be- 
tween anthropology and engineering and marketing or 
where you cluster iiings in a differe~t -way. Ther, you 
can say, "Rere is soEething people need that they haven't 
even articulated yet." 
In the fiow of knowledge through the organization, the 
idea is to ficd ways ier these ideas to bump into each 
other. 
in the sook Ccpcmte  CreativiPy, authors Alan Robinsoil 
and Sam Sterr,, *,a%. aborrt encouraging serendzpity in :he 
organization. At IDEO, we do that with "show and M . "  
Basically, there s show and tell at every Monday morn- 
ing meetizg in tke firm. Once a quarter, we ger every 
member of :he management tea= in the whole fjrm- 
about 30 pecple-together in one place. In some cases. 
we devote as ~nuci? as 50 percent of that neetmg to show 
and tell. T e  talk a h u t  work in process or work just 
compieted. That is just one of our ways of disseminating 
knowledge through the Brm. 
I am an mierrnation professiocd sitting at my desk 
on Monday Eornlng and I have decided E want to try ro 
nurture innovation :mi& my organizarion. What do I 
do? Mila: steps would  yo^ advise Fie to take? 
,. - 
..<. We $e':ieve you shoi;id understand, observe, visa&- 
~~ . . 
ize, evaluate, and impiern.ent. if you follow that process 
as infornation professionai, you shouid first understand 
what is out there and what people are using yorzr sea- 
vices for. 
In the exampie that I used before, the woman w i o  is the 
' t i .  
nbrarian" does nm understand that nobcciy ever uses 
her current IiSrary. In an erlvirocment where everyme 
is searching third-party soxces on-line every day, you 
need to probe a little deeper to find where the gaps are in 
finding useful, practical information frorr, inside or out- 
srde the organization. 
-- i k n  do observations by foiiowing people around a little 
bit. inside real organizations; this involves asking for 
I -  
~ ~ v o r s .  Foilow a -,iece of data or a piece of research 
through the process, either in rezi t ine or two weeks 
late:. in some cases, you wili probably ficd that some 
peopie a q i i r e  a bumh of infcrzation, and it doesn't get 
used at ali. 
Many times, busixess iife has rr,ovei: on to sometking 
else once a request is maze an$ compieted. So it would 
be good to know wilat happened, This is what rotai quai- 
ity systems azd "voice of ":he czstomer" prograns are, 
aad you don't have to disrupt peopie's lives to get a Ettie 
feedback. 
Then, trying out some ideas, build some very rough pro- 
totypes. I thizk it is reiativeiy impcrtant 2: :he visnalize 
phase to not give YOU: customers or c l ie~ts  in the organi- 
zation just one thiag tc choose fro=. I3on.t sayr, "fiey, 
I'm thinking about doing a weekiy report in which I tell 
you all the ne.8 patents we have in t i e  organization." 
All you are giving t h e 3  is a chance tc say "yes" or "no." 
Instead of that, say, "I'd iike to make a bigger impact on 
:he organization. Here am five things new information 
information 
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services I arr, considering. Which one of these wonid be 
the most vaiuable to ycn?" 
You cac'l always take their answer literally. You have 
to read between the lines &cause i': is not j ~ s t  what  
they select, It is the enthlzsicsm with which they em- 
brace a particular idea. Maybe if you give  the^ five ex- 
amples, the right answer is not any of the five. It may 
be a combination of two different ones or something 
that szarks the idea further out in one direction. My 
point is to not get your ego attached ro one solution or 
one approach too early or.. Let your dients teii yol: 
what they actually tfiink they would like. Then evain- 
ate and refine with drafts. Once you narrow if do~7n  to 
the things they're genuineiy interested i ~ ,  rhea yon're 
ready to implenect. 
1.;. You mentioned earlier that you are a reader. What is 
it that you find interesting or compellicg? 
.- -
.: X: A Ict of my reading is in the innovation space. So I 
try to at least skim most innovation books, bat what else 
am 1 currently reading? 1 am nsuaIly working on severs: 
different books at a time, kind of grazing as I go. i'p in 
the hot& roon, 1 have Donald Nornac's Sook, The Invis- 
ible Cmzpnter, which is quite profound. it is ail about 
icformation appliances and how computers as @istinct 
objects are going to Eore or less go away or becoEe iess 
important. But you wiil have these invisible computers- 
exbedded chips inside oventizi~g-that mill do lots of 
individual tasks for y m .  
I a= also currentiy reading Herb Kelleher's book caiied 
Nuts. I think it has been out for a few years, but he is a 
model of a CE@ who didc't take hinseif too seriously 
during his tenure at Socthwest Airlines, I am working on 
another book called Cracking Creativity from Mike 
Michalko that I have really just gotten into. The book 
quotes Einstein describing the differe~ces in his approach 
to the world. He says, "When searchicg fcr a need3 in a 
haystack, other people quit when they find the needie. I 
i30k for what other needies might be in the haystack." I 
really like that cpote-it's o m  that 1 had not heard be- 
fore. The only other book 1 am working on is a bound 
galley of a book coming out from Stanford professor Bob 
Sutton, Hkird ldeas that  Work. I t  is very fun and s t 3  
useful. 
1 really beijeve in reading. I have a seven-year-old and a 
nine-year-old, and I beiieve that reading Is the most fun- 
dame~ta l  building block of their in*rellec?t.al curiosity. A 
love of reading is o m  of the most inportant thiags 4 want 
to pass on to my kids. 
When my son was five, he was reading ail of rhe Harry 
Potter books. At six, he started tc read the Hardy 3oys 
books. There are 58 Hardy Boys books and he is or, m m -  
be: 37. 1 siicn't start reading the Zardy Boys until I was 
13 years old. Be will have read the whole collection by 
then. 
1 am jtrst so happy that both of the kids are readers. I 
End it hard to imagine peopie can erljoy life without. read- 
ing. 
Wjat is it about libraries that you love? 
.. . 
i::. Libraries, whether they are in the physical form or 
the eiectronic f o m ,  give you the ability to explore a E n d  
of a sideline idea-soznething you're eves just vaague1.y 
curiocs about. Browsing through a Iibrary can satisfy yozr 
cnriosity on sorne subjects and, at the same time, spark 
interest in others. For :he same rezson, I love :he Internet 
because it is so much easier to find axy piece of data, 
even though you s o ~ ~ e t i m e s  h a w  to qcestion the data 
you find there. 
For example, I love the movies. 1 probaSly see too aa3.y 
films, something Iike a hundred a  year^ I was on a fiight 
cor ing back fro= i3rzgue recently, -where they had 17 
movies lo chocse froz,  and I had seen every movie on 
the list. So I love SE fact that 1 can go to a site iike 
IMDB, intercer Movie Database, afrer seeing a movie and 
I can see who a11 the actors were. Then I iook for new 
films based on a particuiar actor that I iike. A fil;?? ieads 
to an actos which leads to yet another Ein. 
Prior io  the emergence of the Intercet, i nsed Ic rely 
on hardcover reference books abozt rhz movies. I still 
have several of those referecce tests; but it j.s really 
hard to look things up randordy osing paper-based 
systems. Most of those books are alphabetic by f i ln  or 
by7 actor and very few of them show an actor's whole 
fiinxgraphy. On the Intercet, I car: just bounce around 
to a y  heart's c o ~ t e n t ,  sk!mming along the surface, or 
diving deep into a topic when I develop a sudden in- 
terest in it. 
That makes me think cf a story Tom Peters toid me. fie 
used to have a big nnabridged dictiorrary high on the 
sheif in his h o n e  office, and he said. would look up a 
word once every couple of months, One day he w e ~ t  312: 
and bonght one of those stands like they have ir. librar- 
ies, which allow you to keep 2 large Sook open at a coc- 
venient !eve1 for reading. Now he says he looks up a word 
two or three times a day. 
Ton  Peters' story dermnstrates that simply by changing 
accessibility, you can turn an information rcscurze frorn 
senething that is mostly just gathering dust to sozcething 
incrediSly productive iha: you nse every day. I think 
that's a lesson we a!i conid take ?o heart. @ 

Rebecca Jones ond Jane Dp-art are principals a t  Dysort & Jones Associates, a company that has been 
helping informatioo organizations deve!op practical, pragressive strategic and business plans, and 
service portfolios shce 1992. They can be reached a t  www.dvsartiones.com. 
recentiy wrote "the perpetual organization is the organization that innovates."* Perpetual organizations are those 
organirati~ns that not only survive, but also thrive. They are those organizations that view innovation as using 
creativity t o  add value, and that recognize innovation goes hand-in-hand with ideas, change, success, and risk. Yes, 
risk. Risk i s  not  a term most organizations are comfortable with, and yet  there are no great rewards without great 
risks. When designing innovative information services, the trick i s  t o  integrate the ideas, manage the changes, 
minimize the risks, and maximize the impacts. ActualLy, Ws not a trick at  all. It's a process-a development process. 
The development process far any product or service be- 
gins with ar, idea and, hopefully, ends with a product or 
service that clients can't wait to get their hands on. The 
process (shown in figure 1) involves a series of steps. 
Although the diagra~. [figure 1) shows these steps oc- 
czrring in an orderly, sequential manner, the truth is that 
they often overlap each other and are highly iterative and 
inter-related. As soon as you hear those two words, "it- 
erative" and "inter-related," you know that this means 
"there's a lot of stuff happening at once, and a lot of people 
are talking at the same time." This can be chaos. But by 
realizing that there is an overall process and there are 
'steps: 'stuff: and 'people' involved, you can manage what 
would otherwise be chaos, and focus on ensuring Chat 
the innovation and impact occur. These steps include: 
&&bdng dke Pdes: 
INhether it's a new service, or the redesign of an existing 
servicei every design begins with an idea or a host of 
ideas-the more ideas, the better. The key is to sift through 
the myriad ideas floating among clients, staff and stake- 
holders, and seize one that will drive the service con- 
cept. 
Haw do innovative organizations encourage ideas? It is 
actuaiiy very simple. They listen and they watch. They 
listen to and watch how their clients are working, how 
they are going about their daily routine, how they are 
interacting with information services and solutions-both 
formally and informally-including explicit (docnments, 
presentations, etc.) and tacit (conversations) forms of 
inforr~ation and knowledge. Innovative organizations 
also listen to and watch their employees, not as 
'snoopervisors,' but as learners. What is making it diffi- 
cult for employees to interact with clients or to do their 
jobs? What off-hand comments are empIoyees making 
about "if only we could do this ... or I wish we had that 
. . ." And every small idea from these clients and employ- 
ees is captured and accepted, rather than countered and 
axed! Inncvative organizations don't greet small ideas 
with "been there, tried that." They greet small ideas with 
"that idea may have merit, let's explore it," 
Throughout the process, ideas will come and go and it's 
important that the best of these are integrated into rhe 
service concept and development or into the marketirrg 
and launch. Nurture those ideas, give them room to grow 
and multiply, pruning out the stale and staking up the 
wildly offbeat or weak. Without ideas, innovation with- 
ers and dies. Those ideas resulting in the greatest innova- 
tion and impact are often those that seem the wackiest. 
Grab some of those ideas, wrap them inlo a draft service 
concept, and head off to see what the market-your cli- 
ents-have to say about it. 
B,ase.wing &:)re ?&r,ket: 
One of the ways you rn in i~ ize  risk early in the process is 
to test a draft service concept with clients. It would be an 
incredible risk to take a few ideas and immediately begin 
to develop a new service without first gaining some mar- 
ket reaction or identifying competitive services. By "test- 
ing the waters" you are not only learning more about 
your market, you are able to more fully define how big 
those waters, or those client groups, are. Ask questions 
like: what would the market for a new or recreated ser- 
vice actually be? Exactly how many are clients and who 
are they? What new informarion behaviors are you see- 
ing in these clients? What new opportunities can you see 
in this market? 
Dafhirt-rg the C m q m 2  
Equipped with a better sense of the market and this ser- 
vice 's place in it, your next step is to scope the service. 
january 2DB2 
There is a tempkte for scoping a service design (figure 
21. The questions listed in this ternpiate are simply starr- 
ing points to capture everyone's ideas concerning: 
An overview of the servicc 
What is the service? What are its various compocenrs? 
Mow does the client receive the service! 
Developmect: Wnat's invched in developrng and aain-  
taining this service! What sosrces, content, supplies, 
and inputs are qeeded to create and produce ;>is ser- 
vice? Should you build in-house or can yocr purchase 
all or sorne of it from a supplier? 
Marketing: What kind of marketing issues are invcPved3 
What groups should be the target markets for this ser- 
vice3 What interest is there ir! this type of service ncw? 
What dces its potential for growth appear to be? 
There are many more questions to be answered when 
scoping tbe service, bat these can ensure that all those 
involved are on the same page In %eras of the depth aad 
Sreadth of the service. 
s,hs Se:-&e: 
This step-developing the act.cral p r ~ t o t ~ e  of the service- 
is the one most information professionals prefer to begin 
with. Yet without first exi~loring variccs ideas, resting 
the market, and then sco~ing ?he service, the prototype 
developmxt can &en miss critical iaputs. Too often in- 
fornation organizations go straig3t into offering a ser- 
vice without Wly riarifying the parameters surrcunding 
the service, assessing if or how it will impact other ser- 
vices, or the issues and costs involved in deveispment 
arid rxkel ing.  Hairlog taken the Sirs: four sees,  the or- 
ganization is ready to develop the service and engage 
market targets for formal testing, 
&ve%q&.;mg fi3c & T & & f q  ?%26: 
T5e ~ a r k e t i n g  piar, is more than determining comrncni- 
cations and promotional packages. At this stage :he orga- 
nization needs to seiect a nanx for the service, especiaily 
if it is a redesign or eahance~aenl of an existing service. 
What positicri wiii this service hold in the orgacization's 
offering portfolio? Row will it be priced? 31 is acruaiy 
replacing a service? If sc, then how wili the organization 
manage this chazge with clients? 
p.a.-',. &.;'*./1.~ k$g sg j&y:': 
=+ 
Tkis aii-im2af:ant stage ena3les yoz to test the service with 
a portion of the target market before f d y  launching ro 
everyone. By setting clear mirket test o%jectives, with a 
strict timellne, ?&is step can yield incredible insights, ail of 
which will minimize risks and maxi-nize impacts dcring 
and after the lamch. Same of these insights inclrrde: 
@ Fteflne sewice & its cornpsntents 
o Identify inputs needed 
* Conff~m content, source availabilBty 
How the market truly perceives the service, and the 
long and shofl-term 'positions' this service can hold in 
the market. 
Strengths and weaknesses of the service's design: What 
changes need to be made? 
Barriers to clieat acceptance of the service: What do 
they really hate about it3 What's going to be essential 
in managing the change to this service? 
'Tag-lines' or ghrases to be included in market collar- 
era;: What are clients saying that can be incorporated 
into promotiocal communications? What messages 
should be avoided, at all costs, in cominunications? 
This step highliglits the interactive nature of the design 
process, since all these learnings, ideas, and insights gath- 
ered during testing need to be integrated into the market- 
ing pian as well as further service development. If these 
steps aren't inter-related, and if ideas are not continually 
injected into the process, the small flames of innovation 
will be extinguished, and the risks will start to outweigh 
the impacts. 
I ideas come to fruition-that everyone 
yearns for. The service is marketed and delivered to cli- 
ents. As with all great events, it requires much plancing 
and carefill coordination. The "launch" is much more than 
an acnc-uccernent. Considering the metaphor of "launch- 
ing," the service is being put into the water, and there 
needs tc be a mechanism for ongoing listening and watch- 
icg of client reaction ro both the service and marketing 
messages to spot unforeseen icebergs that could sink the 
service 6uring its initial cruise. 
,%fc~1.,qi;qq f-.@e S g ~ y i ~ e :  
Akhough this is depicted in the overview as the final step, 
we all know that it is the end of the beginning and the 
beginning of the end. In other words, as soon as a service 
is ictrodused in an irnovaiive environment the process 
for integrzting new ideas and enhancements begins. In 
fact, pa? oi the 'kideeloping the service" step should in- 
clude determining the service's lifecycle. Effectively man- 
aging the service means paying attention to: 
* The production and delivery of the service to clients 
Cilent satisfaction-aggressively monitoring and act- 
:ng or, 
* Quaiity control-beyond statistics to measures and as- 
s-urames 
Each of these areas is rich with ideas and a hotbed for 
nurtrrring an innovarive environment and innovative 4n- 
formation services. 
One of the factors for successfully designing-or rede- 
signing-innovative information services is managing the 
change. This whole process is about change. The intro- 
duction of a new service or the redesign on an existing 
service is a change for both clients and staff. One of the 
reasons adults tend to view ideas as "wacky" is simply 
because they are different from what we "know." To even 
entertain a "new" idea means to change the way we think 
about something. When we are all so busy and stressed, 
we don't want to change anything. Even if our clients 
aren't delighted with a particular service, they sometimes 
feel it is easier to keep using what they know rather than 
to change to a new service or change their routine. 
What's the biggest barrier to innovatjve information ser- 
vices? Probably the fact that innovation depends on ideas 
and creativity, both of which are risky. No risk, no re- 
ward. No ideas, no innovation. No innovative informa- 
tion service, no information organization. Seize the ideas, 
manage the development process, and manage the change 
of the service introduction into your clients' work lives, 
and you will minimize the risks while maximizing the 
impacts. C 
' "In Conversation: Leading the Revohtion", Gary Kaaei.  Ivev Bnsiness 
m, July/Augus: 2001, p.37 + 
Owwiew: 
8 Description statemenr: (what is the service? what 
does it do?) 
* Parts: (what are it's various 'pieces'?) 
* Delivery: (how is it offered to clients!) 
Benefits: (what pain does it ease for dients?) 
Competition: (what can they buy/use Instead?) 
JI&v~@P~pmmt & H~i~t~cc52zanc6: 
Key inputs, content & supplies required: 
Specialized skills or capabilities: 







Service use: (How do clients use it? When? 
With?): 
Unique selling proposition: 
Positioning: 
Base assumptions: 
Past Empioyment: Bead, Engineering & Science Library, 
(1937-2000) and Computer Science Carnegie 
Meilolr University, (1985-1987). 
Ed~eation: AMLS, The University of Michigan, (1985); 35, 
Eastern Michigan Eniversfty, (1999). 
SLA Chapter Activities: Pittsburgh Chapter: Past president, Pmsi- 
deat and President-elect, (1993-1996); Chair, Awards commit- 
tee, (1997-1998); Chair, Nominaticns committee, (1995-1995;; 
Student laison. {1992-i993]; Consuitatlion offker, :1990-1992); 
Secretary, (1989-19901, .Uichigcm Chapter: Vice President, Sta- 
dent Chapter, The University of Michigac, [1984-19855 In- 
vited speaker at the Pfincetsn -Trenron alrd Connecticut Vailey 
Chapters. Vision conmitt,ee sesslon leader for the Pittsburgh 
and Michigan Chapters. 
SLP, Division Acti.vities: ETzgzneei-ing Division: Past Chair, Chair 
and Chair-elect, (1990-1993); Chair, Nominaticcs com=it:ee 
(1994;; held various committee posts since 1985 inclrrdicg 
Public Relations, Government Relations, St~den', haison, Pub- 
lications coordinator, an2 Kominating. 
SLA Association-Ievel Activities: Board cf Directors: Direc- 
tor, (1999-2002) and Chapter Cabinet chair and chair-eiect, 
(1995-1997). Chair, Strategic Planning Commil;ee, (2000- 
2COI). 1999 Annual Cocference Planning Committee, {1997- 
1'999). invited speaker and trair?er/focus group leader, Lead- 
ership Development Institute. President's Vision Commit- 
tee, (lW2-l394). 
Other Professional Activitks (selected;: Adjcnct faccity, 
Giarior, University of Pennsylvania; Member of: American 
Society for Engineering Education (ASEE), Engineering Li- 
braries Division, (1995-present]; Board of Directors, Oakland 
Libr~rv Consortium, (1996-present). Hosted, mentored. and 
participated in several internaliocal cuiturd exchanges with 
librarians from Rmsia, Africa, France, India, and Chile. Gre- 
ated a formal library building plan for the National Techni- 
cal University of Athens (NTUAj, 199G 
Awards and Eonars and Publications (selecied): Rose. M~ 
Vormelker Mentoricg Award, Speciai Libraries Association, 
(1 399); Leadership Aw-a!, [1997j, Pitisbnrgh Chapter; TQM 
Trainer Award, (1995 j, Camegie ~Meilon; (19931 Leadership 
Award; Engineering Division. Editorid Boa& ScieTzce & Tech- 
nobgy Libraries Journal, (1 995-present) ; ~Wagcizines for Libra- 
ies, author of the Engineering and Tech~ology section, 8th-111h 
editions, (1995-23CIj; presented ar the con2renees o f i e  'WU, 
ACRL, Online, Special Libraries Association and the Council of 
- 
szgi~eering and Sds~tific Societies Exeu~ives (CSZSE). 
What are t k e  key quaifties of  ieadership? Give ar: example of h w  
you exemplify these qualities. 
Clne xey essential qca?ity oof ~eadership is integ:iiy and a s e x e  of%rness. 
Somebody once said t ha t  kade:shi3 is :he caoacity to  i n h i t  where peopLe 
wanr t o  go and showj7g the- how t o  get ? W e .  Sc leadership dces co t  
aiways ma::  t ~ n y  t o  be in f r o x  of eve:ybody. It treans knowing horn1 
t o  ;isten t o  people and taking t c e ~  se-iousLy. To be abie t o  lead anysody, 
of course, ope needs 2 visior. of ;he f;.tbre and the  abi:ity t o  m t i v a t e  
and inspire others by effective conxz~icatio:: .  
As a iiSra:y manage: and a teaccer my gm:es: joy is icvesting in the  
weli being of my sta? and students. I iove watching pecpie exce:. ?ow 
1 myself exempiify the  quriides : admire can only be aeasured in person, 
by direct ccntac: wit? ak  people I've mentored, 2;: my colieagi;es, aii 
the  staff, interns, and :ibrary science s t u 3 e ~ t s  whom 1 Lave had t k  
privilege t o  teach w ~ o  have gone on t o  be succes s f~ l  inforxatio:: 
prsfessic~ais.  Th&r siccesses are my reward. 
What was your g rea t e s t  d i s a p p o i n t m n t  ic iir'e? riow has  this 
d:'sappoiotmentmmade you a be t t e r  Leader? 
I do r o t  rea!!y M e v e  rhat  one i e a r x  from disappointmnts  ba t  ra+her 
t ha t  by taking I'sks and scme'L;mes faisnc, people learn v a i a b i e  Lessors 
t ha t  can be used t o  k i p  ot?ers move forward. ?rofessionaky, I have no; 
always agreed with n i aoagemnt ' s  decisions and sometimes f e l ~  
disappoi?i-ed in what I viewed as mistaites in Leadership j -dgzent .  My 
cin!versi';y was on t he  point of rnaitizg signi5cac.t cuts i-. benefits for 
librarians. B - t  t o  focm or. t ha i  d isappointme~t  would be t o  ~ i s s  the  
ooint. Instead, I worked with my coi:eagues t o  stanC L.D and make o u  
voices heard and I'm sure t ha t  somewha: *sky siance was the  :ighr cne 
t o  z k e .  A'; the  end of the  day we were a b k  t o  persuade t he  pawers t h a t  
be t ha t  benefits needed t o  be improved, not cut. A a i s appo in t~en t ,  
viewed from ai?ot$er ang:e, is an oppow~ni ty .  
When you aaik t o  other  fn?ormstion grofassionais, what  do  you say 
about §LA? Do you say the s a n e  things t o  peopte who aw not  ic t h e  
information professioc? 
I say t ha t  I have been a ~ e r n b e r  since my cciiege days and tna t  I 
attribkte nuch of my professions: growth avd s x c e s s  t o  t h e  benefks of 
our organization. SLA members ale a ~ r o ~ p  of a r az ing  professionak 
They are inteliigenr, incuisitive, .~ot ivated ,  a r d  highiy siti!.ed. Many of 
Them are creating and m?,aging informatier: c e x e r s  as  soio !ibrarians. 
1 vaiue the  fact t ha t  there aie m o r e ~ h a n  113,CCO infomation prefessisnais 
who do what I do, ail over the  worid, whom I car, caii w o n  fo: advice 
and assistance. SLA ?rovides uniimked opportiinities t o  siretc*. one's 
wings p r o f ~ s s i o s a ~ y ,  :o try ou i  new roles in a supportive 2nd nu%u:ing 
environment. ?ow c o o i k  t 5a r l  And ye;, I say :?at very same tGng  t o  
peopie who are not ir: t he  informarion prcfessjoos. Whc kr,ows, m y 3 e  
:hey r i g k  conside: cha-ging careers! 
74anagc.x, ZjnxrLibicary, sun iadficrmyseenks, Gnc, Paln Attoo, @A,; Adj~~ncrr 
Fans'ity, Sari Jose State Univezoity Schoui 0% Library and Infaxmation 
Sp.ienee. 
S1,A Member Since: 1986) 
Past Employment: Manager, Failure Analysis Associates: Inc., 
(2984-1995) ; Manager, Debra Radabaugh Associales, (1983- 
1984); Chief Librarian, Acurex Corporation; j1979-4984); 
Assistant Librarian, Acurex Corporation, (1978-1979). 
Education: MLS, (1979); BA (English literature]; Elementary 
Teaching Credential, San Jose State University, CA. 
SLA Chzpte: Activities: San Andreas Chapter: Committees: 
20th Anniversary Planning; Nominating; Public Relatiom; 
Strategic Planning; President, (1984-1985); Secretary, c1980- 
19811. San Francisco Bay Region Chapter: Program Conmit- 
tee, (1980]. illincis Chapter: Member. 
SLA Divisior; Activities: Chair, Professional Development 
Commirtee, LMD, (20611. Metals and Materials Division: 
Chair, (1985-1986). Advertising and Marketing, Business 
and Finance. Communications, Engineering, Information 
Technology, Legal, Military Librarians, News, and Science- 
Technology Divisions: Member. 
SLA Association-Level Activities: international Reiaticns 
Committeei (2090); Director, SLA Board, (1997-2000); Com- 
miitee on Conmirlees, (1997-2000); Public Relations Com- 
mittee, (1994-1996). 
B t h e ~  Professional Activities and Memberships: IFLA Com- 
mittee on Copyright and Other Legal Matters (1999-2001); 
SJSU §US Advisory Council; Secretary, SJSU SLIS Alumni 
Association, (1999-2001); Member: AIIP; California Library 
Association; Information Futures Institute: IFLA; Partnership 
for Librarian Continuing Education Advisory Council, (1996- 
1997); SCOUG. 
Awards and Homrs: Fellow, SLA, (2001); San Andreas Chap- 
ter Mark Baer Award, (1992); Distinguished Alumna Award, 
SJSU SLIS, (1985;. 
Selectee! Recent Presentations: Building Competencies for 
Success, SLA CT Chapter Meeting, (November 2001); Are We 
There Yet? Corporate Visions of Personal Computing Space, 
Interne: Librarian 2001, (November 2001); Successful 
Partnering, (November 2001); Practitioner/Speaker, MLS 
Renewal for Special Librarians, (March 2001:; Whose Con- 
tent is It? Digital Rights, Copy Rights, Desktop Rights, and 
Licensing, Buying and Selling Content Conference, (April 
2001: ; Creating a Rewarding Volunteer Experience, §LA Lead- 
ership Developrnext Institute, (June 2000). 
What are the key qualities of ieadership? Give an exampie of how 
you exemplify these qualities. 
A Leader has, I think, passion for what one does: knowledge and 
credibility; wiliingness to  W e n  withoct judgment; and the ability to  
comxunicate the truthohowever difficait t o  debver and for ochers t o  
hear. Finally, they have accountabiiity, and integrity. 
These Last few years have been chailenging for our organization. I've 
made a point of communicating ai l  the business-critical information 
that I get, however negative it might he. And I've encouraged the team 
to  discuss crucial topics openly. With this approach we've bee:: abie to  
adjiist t o  the changing environment more srnoothiy. 
I believe it's essential for my group to  know that 1 hoLd nyseif accountabk 
fcr our decisions and actions. I want them to  know they can reiy upon 
me. 1 can provide support by Listening, coaching, exploring different 
soluticns, cr working direct!y with the c5e.t. 
What was your greatest disappointment i n  Life? How has this 
disappointment made you a better ieader? 
I n  my twenffes I had a persona; :eLaticnship t i a t  ended unexpectedly. 
it was a painfally sad time and it was confising. Going through this 
first, big Life-changing process Led me to  recognize, acknowiedge, anc 
Learn from joys and disappointnem i n  8fe. 
A close feend tadqht me how to  have few, i f  any, regrets about what 
happens i n  Bfe, but t o  accept and Learn from each expei?'ence. I've 
learned how to  take the time t o  ~ef lect  upon the impact that changes 
(both positive and negative) have. As a Leader, 1 can provide ~uidance 
and support i n  good times and bad times. 
When you talk to other information professionals, what do you say 
about SLA? Do you say the same things to people who are not in  the 
information profession? 
I'm proud of oiir association's tongstanding vision of providing Lifelong 
learning opportuni$es, supooiting peopie-to-people connections, grcwing 
and/or surviving i n  changing simes, addressing local and global issues 
bke copyright, information access, emerging technologies and thekimpact 
upon our work, and the constantLy evobing infornation environment. 
With non-SiA friends, I taik about bow we support each other by sharing 
resources, experiences, knowledge, and connecticns. 
I mention that  SLA invoLvement Lets us experimert with emerging ski;is 
(ieabership, managing a vi:tuai team, negotiating, infiuencicg upwards) 
i n  a safe environxent. We encourage mentosng and coaching. And we 
discuss the diversity of our membership (backgrounds, cult-res, 
expeiiences, work envirozments). 
I also talk about our contributions to  our organizations by providing 
relevan? sewices and resources that support our organizatio-s' key visions. 
Past Employment: Librarian, National Institute of Emiroc- 
mental Health Sciences, (1977-1988j; Supervisor of Intern- 
ship Program, EPA/UNC-Chapel Rill Schcoi of Library Sci- 
ence, School of Library Science, Research Triangle Park, NC, 
(1975-1977); Peace Corps Volunteer, Korea, (1969-71971). 
Education: MSLS, Universiiy e l  Xorth Carolina, Chapel Hiii, 
(1975j; BA with Hmors, History, (1969:. 
SEA Chapter Activities: North Carolina Chapter: Strategic 
Planning Camnittee Chair, (1997-1998); SLA Winter Meet- 
ifig [RaIeigh, NC) Local-Planning Task Force Kember> (1994- 
1995) Nominating Committee Chair, (1%I-l992]; Awards 
Committee Chair, (1993-1991); President, (1989-I99G;; Sec- 
retary, (1985-1987); Public WeIa:iorzs Char, (1987-11988); 
Government Xelatrons Chair? <1984); Bulletin Business Man- 
ager, ( l?Wl981].  
§LA Division Activities: Emdronrnent and Resource iVmege- 
ment Division: Director, (2000-2002, 1989-199'1); Nominat- 
ing Committee, (1994-1 9951 ; Environmental S~fcrmation 
Dlvlsion: Chair, (1928-1983); Biomedicai end Life Sciences 
Division: mernkr; Library Management Dizlision: nember. 
SLA Associa'lion-level Activities: Professional Developrirent 
Committee, (1998-2001, 1991-1994); Second Soutk Atlantic 
Regional Conference: Steericg Committee Representative from 
North Carslina Chapter, ('1999-2002:; First Sorrtk Atlantic 
Regionah Conference: Sudge: Committee, (i998-1999:. 
Other Professional Activities: Beta Phi Mu (Epsiion Chapterj. 
President-elect, (2001-2002:; WC Governor's Conference on 
Libraries and Informa?ion Services {Triangle Region) Execn- 
tive Plaming Committee mexke a ~ d  Xegistra2icn Gommi'L- 
tee Char, (1990); TRI-LEBS (Research Trfangie Park Librar- 
ians Associahior_) Fosc6ing President, (1986); 6 ib raL~  Services 
and Co~struction Act Adv~sory Conncil for NC. (1981-1985). 
Selected Publications and Presentations: "Design and Inple- 
mentation of the Nationd Institute of Environmental Zealth 
Sciences 3 a b i i ~  Core Metadata Schema," presented at the 
International Conference on Dublirz Core and Metadata &- 
plications 2001 (LC-2001), Tokyo, Japan, (2331;; "Evaiuat- 
ing Medical We5 Sites," presented at the NC Association of 
Medical Writers Conference, (1997;; ' W a a g e ~ e n t  of Spe- 
cial Libraries," presented a: the NG Central 'Jniversity School 
of Library and Information Sciences, (1990); "A User-3ri- 
ented Approach to Sei'ling Pricrities fcr Library Services," 
Special Libraries 71: 345-353, 1980. 
Awards and Hcnors: Nationai institutes of Health Award sf 
Merit, (1995, 1980); NG Chapter, SLA, Meritorious Achieve- 
ment Award, (1992); Beta Phi Mu, (1976;; P E  Beta Kappa, 
(1968;. 
What are the key q c a M e s  a? leadarsRi3J t lve  ar: example of how 
yac exemplify these quabines, 
I Lea:ned ir: the Peace C3rpj a Lea&: is a ccanye age:.t mady to take 
. . 
ns::s. A lead?: is foeh?:ight, a $s:ene:, and b-iider of coa:i?ops, a 
deiegato: who trdsts s~bordinares. A ieader iwplres confidecce, has a 
xsitive, can-do atctaie ,  ant; is a b k  t c  make 50th q~;i:ic ap t  considered 
What was your greatest clisappaifitmen",~ iife? How has this 
dfsappaintmeqt made yob;, a better Leader? 
. - ?&:ing a positive spin oi: this ques?:o> A sini! discuss overcoming "y 
biggest chaiie~ge: how to stay ensaged w:?i:e working for tke same 
c:ga-izatior, for 24 years. LeaSership means chan.;e. If you wanr things 
-;a stay the same, yo2 doc'; zeed kade:s. Para~ox'caY~y, b e c a s e  1 have 
no: chavged o:ganiza'ions I have had to change the organizatian. Xy 
. . 
and to my aamrnistration xy  vision of i-formatior! sewices. I to% a 
risk 15 years ago by institusing an internship p:og:am as an answer to 
contracting otit seivices. AnouaKy, my :brary hcsts three new students 
in iibrary or inforsation science zr:d they :keep y e  on n y  toes. They 
lcok at  our operations wi th  a f:esb face, p s i z g  qxst ions aho~it  our way 
of doing business that iee:, ?e inspi:ee in my position. They have 
forced c c 7 s t a ~ t  reassess-erit, testivg -y ieadersh'p sk i i~s  a ~ d  
rei-vigoraticg me each yea:. 
v o k s i o n a i s  to keep t G r  contacts and ikiik u p  to date to me21 :be 
Past Employment: Executive Director, Medicai Library Cen- 
ter of New York, New York, NY, (1990 - July 2001); Techni- 
cal Information Consultant, (1986-1988); Manager, Techci- 
cal Information Services, (1 983-1986) : and Supervisor of 
Technicai Information Services, (1977-19831; General Foods; 
Adjunct Professor, Locg Island University, CW Post Schooi 
of Library and Inforaation Science, (7985-1987); Informa- 
tion Specialist, Lederle Laboratories; (1970-1977). 
Education: MLS, SUNY Albany, School of Library and inior- 
mation Science, (1969-70); BA, Biology, Binghamton Uni- 
versity, 61960-19653. 
§LA Chapter Activities: Nem York Chapter: Past President, 
(1998-1999:; President, (1997-19981; 10" Annual Career Dzy 
Committee Chair, (2001); Nominating Committee Chair, 
(1999-2000); Likary Association Chair, (1993-1994); Public 
Relations Committee Chair, (1990-1993); Assistant Kewsler- 
ter fdiror, (1989-1990); and Career Day Committee member, 
(1990 - 1'; znncai); Hudson Valley Chapter: President, (1987- 
I986 asd 1979-1965;; Employment Counselor (1981-1984); 
Newsletter Editor, (1975-1978). 
SLA Evision Activities: Library Management Division: Co- 
Chai: Progrzm Committee, (2001-2002:; Chair, Awards Com- 
mittee, (1999-2001); Professional Development Chair, (1997- 
19981, Career Guidasce Chair, (1993-1997); Infornation Tech- 
nology Division: Chais Virtual Section, (2001-2002). 
SLA Asscciaticn Level Activities: Chair, Nominating Com- 
mittee, (1999-2000); Chair-elect, Nominating Committee, 
11993-1999j. 
Other Professionai Activities: New York-Xew Jersey Chapter/ 
Medical Library Association: Program Committee Member, 
(2000-2301:; Membership Committee Member, (1994-2001); 
Co-Chair? Program Committee, (1993-1994); Program Com- 
mittee Member> (1 9%-i 993) ; American Library Association 
Member, [1999); Association of College and Research Librar- 
ies, New7 York Chapter Member, (1993-2000); METRO (Metro- 
politan XegegionB Library Council), Board Member, (1999-2001). 
Publications (incomplete): Books: Teratology and Congeni- 
trel Malformations, A Guide to the Literature. Plenum, NY, 
Volumes 1-3, 1976. Articies: "UCMP and the Iilternet Help 
Hospital Libraries Share Resources." Bulletin of the Medlcal 
Library Rssociciiorr, 87(3) :270-274, 1999, "Strategic Alliance 
to Create Power in Ncmbers or How to Defeat the Anti-Li- 
brary Godzillas." 
What are the key qualities of leadership? Give an example of how 
you exemplify these qualities, 
To me, Leadership is  riot jus t  one quality, but  a balanced mixture tha; 
incbudes having a vision, the wiilingness t o  take caicdated rkks, the 
desire t o  communicate and motivare others, the abi l i ty t o  make hard 
decisions t ha t  might change people's lives, and, finaiiy, the  enthusiasm 
to  persevere i n  spite o f  ntimerous barriers-all t o  ac5ieve t ha t  vision. 
An example o f  how I exemoiify these qaabties took piace when I was 
president o f  rhe New York Chapter. My vision was a chapter bursting 
wi th  potent ial  ieaders for k s  future. Tc make this vision a reality, I 
asked not  one person t o  be the chair o f  a committee, but  enlisted two t o  
serve as co-chairs. One o f  the co-chairs was usually a more expei?:enced 
member, while the other, a newer member or someone whc had no: 
volunteered before. They Liked the shaeqg o f  respcnsibiiities because it 
meant Less work for each persor! and the committee wouid have continuity 
i f  one of the co-chairs had t o  resign. The end result was an increase iri 
the number o f  members who became expe~enced voiunteers and potentia: 
Leaders. 
What was your greatest disappointment i n  Life? How Bas this 
disappointment made you a better ieader? 
The greatest disapp0intme.t i n  my !?e \was t ha t  my father passed away 
soon after I received my MLS and began my career as an information 
professional. When he was alive, he was ~y wiimber one supporter and 
"cheerleader." Ever. though he is  no Longer here, I remember his 
exourag ing words and steadfast suppox. This memory of him gives me 
the confidence t o  t ry  t o  turn my visions i n to  realities. I am a better 
ieader because o f  my father and his desire t ha t  I succeed and not  give 
up. 
When you talk to other information pro*essionals, what do you say 
about SLA? Do you say the same things to people who are not in the 
.information profession? 
I t e i l  information professionals t ha t  t o  be succeszf-i ir: their  careers, 
they should j c i ~  S iA aqd become an active nembeu. Sy ar;e?ding Local 
and national meeCings and by volunteericg t o  serve as an office: or on a 
committee, they w i l i  increase the i r  kncwiedge and vaiue t o  the i r  
empioyers. I Know, because t h i s  i s  how i gained mapy o f  my 
competencies, for exam~le: s p e a ~ n g  befor. a group, arranging an even?, 
edi t ing a newsletter, rcanaging peopie, and a i i  wi thout jeopardizing my 
salaried position. What i have [earned as an active member o f  S iA has 
beei; a ltey eiement iri my success as an informa;icn professional. 
To people who are not  information professicnak, I f i rst  clarify their  
frequent  isc conception tha t  a "speciai library" is  reLated t o  "special 
education" and people who are disabled. 9r:ce we dear  t h a t  hurdle, I 
explaiii what we do as information professimals and where we work. 
S0ri.e have actuaCy become so interested i n  our profeseon tha t  they 
decided t o  get their  Masters i n  Ebrary or Ir,iormation Science! 
Past Employment: Vice President, Lrbrary for the Americas, 
Assisrant Vice President; Xeference Manager/Records, Ref- 
erence Manager, Reference Librariaa with Credit Suisse First 
Boston, (1986-1999); Director of Xesearch with Fleming As- 
sociates, Miami FL, (1984-1985); Branch Director7 Assistant 
Branch Director, Reference Librarian wlth Harris Coxnty 
Public Library System, (1981-1984); Indexer, Humanities 
Index, HW Wiison, Brcnx, NY, (1978-1960j. 
Education: MLS, Col-~mbia University, New York, NJ7, (19781; 
BA, Eistory, L2 Moyce College, Syracuse, NY, (:976) 
S M  Chapter Activeies. .Vm York Chapter: Member, (1386- 
present); Neew York Chapter: Bnsiness and Finance Division 
Chair, (1994-l995). 
SLA Division Activities: Bizsiness and finance Division: Cfiair 
Nomination Committee, j2001>; GZobai 2303-3&F Program 
Planner; Past Chair, [200C]; Chair, (1399); Chair- elect, Con- 
ference Program Planner (1998); Rmndtabie Cco~dinatoe 
(1995). 
SLA Association Level Activities: Strategic Plancircg C~nzrnl t -  
lee, (1998-2000). 
Other Proiessionai Activities: Member Conference Ebard, 
Information Services Advisory Couccil. 
Awards and Honors: Primark Award, Bcsicess and Finance, 
Imsoc). 
Pubiications/Presentations: Coniemnce Presecter, (1992- 
1999) ; European Bnsiness Information Conference (EBIC) , 
(2000); North American Business Infomation Conferecce 
(NABIC), (2090); North American Busi~ess Infornation Cor- 
ferecce, (1999) ; "Vendor Relationship Roundtable;" Eiiropean 
Susiness Conference (EBIC) , (1998) ; "'V3Luing Information;'' 
Nosth American Business Information Conferecce (NABIC), 
(1997); "Benefit Acaiysis of Oniine Services Delivered to 
D~skio?;'' Nsrth American Business Information Gonfereme 
JNABSC), I1996:; "Drstrhted Desktop Resources Workskp." 
SLA Conference "esenter, New R r k  Chapter Bnsiaess acd 
Fizance Division Presenter, National Online. 
What are the itey griaiities of  LeadersRip? Give ap. exampie of  how 
you exemplify these griaiities. 
Leadership is that rele~tiess energy, which searches for what is best. It 
fs entbdsiastic and encouraging. 3 is r o q h ,  compet%ve, and Bi:. 
Leade:ship is unseL5sh. Leaders c e m ~ ~ n i c a t e .  They i;s"L::;! seif-confidence 
and engender trust. They make hard dedsiors and  they confront di5cci: 
situa5cns. 
Nest people essociate ieadeahi? with big Gsior. ard stra~egic initiatives, 
3ut !eade:s Lead fro.; the xiddk, or any ?!ace eke  they find t k x e h e s  
in the nierarcky. I had the privilege to  :esr some of these ski!& by E y i q  
every other week Fo: most of 2031 5c work with our Lc::dox team. ; 
cong:a;c!ate our New Y3r4 tea? for Cid a g ~ e x  job keeping our busi-ess 
flcdsshing. 
-, 
r he London team needed t c  rebuiid its practice as many se"x staft had 
i e ~  the group due to major charlges witi:: the firm. Both m o d e  and 
. ,  - pe:formance weie ar :!sx. logether we oiot&. and expe:i.;erted 3 
detemine what was our t e a r  best. We mcxited r.ew pecoie, changea 
Che :one, and the mix of sitiils. I thi-ic rhe ream is doicg very wei:, hut 
the proof of the effc* is '+a: t5ey a m  rheir ciients think so too. 
Whs t  was your greatest d i sappo in tmen t  ir: ti%? How has this 
disappoin tme~t  m d e  you a bet ter  Lezder? 
I wcuid say tha: a great disappoi;me:?t has he:: .?hat i n  the corporzte 
siena, :he services t:?a: we provide to  cur cxporate ciie-ts are a:ways 
s d e r  review and are offer, nor assii-ed t o  be pivotal to  the success c i  
a co~pcnt%n. We p:obaS!y do a Lot more "pw\/in~" than 0 th :  professio-a: 
services wit,!iii: a firm. 
T+L b e i ~ g  said, this state of review has :c;g%ned my reserve. W e n  
one's very existence is unde: discussion, :ken ore designs new ways to 
demonsrraTe valce. We risi cew services and shoulder mike? cc~straints. 
12 an entrep~enediiai bcsiness, there is no such thing as the ~;lantie 3 F  a 
mndate.  We define 3 ~ :  work acd seize ovunership, The opporknity to 
 he:^ aaout 25,OCC pea$? maxe a Settee; business deciiior: every day is 
j-st :oc good to miss, 
When you talk Po other informatfon profeos40?aLs, wkzt  do you oay 
about  SLA? DO yeu say the same things t o  people 'whc .re not in t h e  
information professicn? 
When addressizg my ccikagues, I simpiy say th teverycne  interested in 
pcrseing the profession shodid jo iv  the associ~tioz because ofthe sheer 
taient a f the  me:~beni.ip. This is an orcanizatior. whose r?.emaen qentor 
and share quite :ike no otper. I a!so say :hat the assoc%Ro~ can and 
s,hcil!d be nor2 of ai! advocate For its me~aersh ip  3rd that  as mmSers 
we shodid do ;..;ore to that e%ct. 
1 usuaiiy don't Pave to orajse i%e associatior: TO my ccileagses ar my 
f i : ~  too en:husias~caiiy-they siqpiy envy me for it. My coiieasces a t  
SLA have srovided me \&I%!, a wonderf~i avenue through wr:cn rc jn'mduce 
r y  worik co2eagues to :heir ceunterpa-ls a t  orher 5rms. The assodadon 
aiwjys speaks best thx~ug': its me-hers. 
Past Employment: Library Instruction Coordinator, Reference 
Services Coordinator, and international Outreach Librarian, 
Science Library, Uciversity of California, Santa Cruz, CA, 
{1988-20.313; University Library Associate, Natural Sc' :exes 
Library, Cniversity of Michigan, Ann Arbor, [1986-1988). 
Education: MALS, University Library Associates Program, 
Information and Library Studies University of Michigan, Ann 
Arbor, (2988:; MA, American Literature, University of Ne- 
braska, Lincoln, (1986); BA, English, Beijing #2 Foreign Lan- 
guage institute, P. R. China, (1974;. 
SLA Chapter Activities: San  Andreas Chapter and Bay Area 
Chapter: Member. 
§LA Division Activities: Science and Techn~logy Division: 
Chair, Ncminating Committee, (2001); Chair, Bylaws Con- 
mitiee, i2000-2002:; Division Chair-Elect, Chair, and Past 
Chair, (1938-20GI); Chair, Public Relations Committee, (1393- 
1395) ; Member, Nominating Committee, (1994-1995); Bio- 
logicae avzd Environmental Sciences Division: Member, Con- 
ference Paper Committee, (1994); Member, PrclfessionaI De- 
velopment and Program Committee, (1993-1994); Member, 
Committee or: Cultural Diversity (1991-1992); l n t e m t i o n a l  
Relations Caucus: Member, (1994).  
S M  Asscciation Level Activities: Task Force o n  Conference 
Structures: Member, (2000); Committee on Forming SLA Cul- 
trrml Di'versity Caucus: Member, (1991-1992). 
Other Professional Activities: Science and Technology Librar- 
ies: Editorial Boarel Member, (2000-); Member, Board of Di- 
rectors, Five Branches Institute: Traditional Chinese Medi- 
cine, (2000-2602); California Academic Reference Librarians 
Discussion Group (CARLDIG) North Program Planning Com- 
mittee: Vice-Chair, Chair and Past Chair, (1991-1994). 
Awards an6 Honors: Science and Technology Division: Im- 
possibie Award, (1935). 
Publications: Numerous presentations and articles in jour- 
nals such as Science and Technology Libraries; Science and 
Technclogjl News; Special Libraries Association Jomnai  of 
Library and Information Science; Journal of Educational 
Media and Library Science; and reports indexes in ERIC da- 
tabase by ERIC (Educational Resources Information Center). 
What are the  key qualit ies o f  Leadership? Give an example o f  how 
you exemplify these  qualit ies.  
A gocd ieader has a clear vision a:.d goats avd is  able t o  engage the 
membership with that vision. Leaders shouid be able to  think creatively, 
collectively, and be abie to  communicate effectivdy with the membership. 
A good Leader is  normal!y amenable to  change, responsive, and is wiiling 
to  embrace diverse viewpoints. Leaders i;7 the infcrmation profession 
shou!d understand who we are, where our marice? is  going globaliy, and 
strive to  meet their promises. 
Dur(ng my tenure as the Chair o f  Science and Technciogy Division, I set 
~p direcfions and goals for the division. I encouraged different viewpoints 
2nd promoted creative thoughts. Sy touching base with the division's 
cRcers constantly, I made sure their needs were met. Success c f  the 
division was based on my belief i n  collective efforts and my support o f  
and trust i n  the officers. We finalized the divisicn's strategic oian and 
our conference programs were weii attended. 
What  was  your greates t  d isappointment  in Life? Now has this 
disappointment made you a bet ter  leader? 
My greatest disappointmei?: i n  life is tile notion of being Less becase of 
one's being different. Those who cone from a different cuitliral 
background find themselves trying extra hard t c  cowince others they 
are co.~petent  and inteliigent. I wish people were jbdged more by what 
they are capable of and less of who they are. Instead of being cynical or 
feeiing a sense of Loss, I have turned this frmtration and disappointment 
in to a motivational vehicle. We must rnaintain a respect for a![ of our 
cultuiai values, identities, and be mcre ccqpaisionate tc  others. Oce of 
the major roies for our Division Cabinet Chair is to  emb~ace different 
viewpoints and t o  keep communicatic:: dialogs open berween our 
leadership and membership. I beiieve my record of knowir.9 my owr! 
values and being sensitive to  others demonstrates skills i n  comrnunicatjon 
and management. 
When you talk t o  other information professionals, what do  you say 
about SLA? Do you say the  same things t o  people who are not in the  
information profession? 
I say that SLA is the internaticnai associadon that produces excellent 
educationai programs and offers leadership opportmities that  build skills 
we can bring back t c  our workplaces. SLA anticipates and communicates 
trends i n  technoiogy and inforrnaticn management to  members and our 
employers while enalji ing networking opportunities at  iocal and 
internationai levels. SLA supports activities reievant to  meeting the 
changing needs of  the profession. 
Tc those who are not i n  the information profession, I wouid market SLA 
rnexbers as informatioq professionals who can add value to  ivfcrmation 
services a2d products i n  workplaces and make contsbutions to  the giobai 
economy and the information industry. Speciai linrarians wi!! be 
information brokers providing essendalinformation needed to  help their 
organizations achieve their goak. 
Past Employment: Director of Ciient Sob~tions, Cbtsell, Inc., 
(2001); Account Zepresenlative, Sisciosure/Primark Corpo- 
ration, (1998-20091; Engineering Technologies Accomt Con- 
sultant, Kcighi-Ridder/Dialog Corporation, (1994-1998); 
Researcher/Project Manager, Putnam Investmeats, (1993- 
1994); Library Manager, Motoroia, (1989-1993); Information 
Services Librarian, Motorola, 11985-1989); Scftware LiSrar- 
ian, MIT Lincoln Laboratory, (1983-1985); Technical Librar- 
ian, Charles Stark Draper Laboratory, [1978-P983). 
Edncation: MLS, Simmons Coiiege, GraCuate School of Li- 
brary and Information Science, (1980); BA, Sociolcg,: North 
Adam (Massachusetts) Stax College, :1978:. 
§LA Chapter Activities: Boston Chapter: Member, (1378- 
:resent); Zulletin Column Contrillntor, (I98.5-present); N o 2 5  
nating Committee, (200G-200:); Day on the .Job Host, (1999- 
2000); Chair, Awarcls Committee, (1997-1998); Chair, Local 
Arxngements, Boston Annuai Conference, (1 994-1996); Pro- 
fessional Development Chair; (1991-1992); President, (1990- 
1991); President-Elect/Progrim Chair, (1989-1993j; Treasnrer: 
(1987-1989); Secretary, :I986-1987); Memjership Char, 
(1982-1985, 1992-1993); Logistics Committee, {1982-1989:. 
$LA Division Activities: Business & Finance; Lega!; I n f ~ m a -  
:ion Technology; and Library iMmagement: Member. Llbmry 
Management: Membership Chair, [I%§-'1986). 
Awards a d  Monors: Boston Chapter Achieveaect, (20003; 
Boston Chapter Special Achievement, {2996); Knight-Ridder/ 
Dialog "Top Sales Execa*rive, Engineering Technohgy," 
(1996); Knight-Ridder/Dialog "Achievement in Zrrstomer 
Excellence for Service Above and Beyond Expectaticas," 
(1996); F-&zam Irvestments Saies Suppo;-t Award, [!994>; 
Boston Chapter Disti~guished Service, (1993); SLA MeaGquar- 
ters Award for Excellence in PnSlic Relatiom, (1992:. 
'Publications and Presectatiors: Contributing Editor of the 
"2002 Diabg/Da:aStar Databzse Catalog;" "Using informa- 
tion to Add Power to 170u: Saies and Marketing Efforts," pre- 
sented at the meeting of the Sales and Marketing Executives 
of Greater Soston, (4995); "Reai Life Experiences Using the 
Internet ir. a Work Environment," ?resented a: the New En- 
gland Online Users Group {NENBN) meeting, (i995j; '%: 
Tomorrow's Technology Today," presented ar NENON xeet-  
ing, (1992). 
What are the ke.y quaWas of ieaderehip? 6Ive an exampie of now 
goc exernpbfy these quai i tks  
~ ., ~ The key quasties of ieade:sh,ip are ~ n z a t i v e ,  erkhusiasrt, vision, an$ 
:earnwork. I exempiified t h e  traits dur'ag the %stor: Cilaptefs cLan:;ns 
for the I996 Annwi SLA Conference. Three years peorto the confe:e?ce, 
before t a i !  of local piannirg had even begun, I rcok the inkiative and 
reqkested fail res~onsi$Bty fa; overseeing this im?ofiant :oLe for US as 
the "host" chapter. I entt?~sias'c!ca!~y marketed the idea to chapter 
members 2nd ceariy 100 indiviauaLs axswered the ca;J to work With 3 s  
as a team 3: va~ic-s sub-committees such as fundraisirg, iibrary :om, 
a gkidebcok of Bosrc:: a'rtac:ior:s sod restacmnts, a x  :$e "Taste of 
Boston" receptio:. SLA 1996 was the first ir! whicr; a Website was x e d  
to  dissexinate inforsation about the conference host city and v a r h s  
rdated events. From 1994 t3 ro~gh  mid-1996, my vision Led this cohesive 
group and we acccmpiisked my "firsts" for t!x associatios, which are 
sow s a x  oi  reguiar corfererlce pianning. 
What  was your greetest disappointment ii: Efe? Haw $as this 
dirzppointment made yo3 2 better ieader? 
The greatest disappoii.?me::t in my professional Life was experiencing a 
layoff d2e to a dow-;:rr. ir t ~ e  economy. While i t  was dif?cuit, the 
upside is that i t  strencthe-ed my ahiiity to su:vive and aiicwec! r^e to 
deveicp a whok new a r s e d  of Leadership s k : ~ .  The experience afforded 
T e  ?me for df-app:aisal ace seF-assessment. This expioration yessited 
in ?y being pore accep?ng of new thooghts and ideas. 11: addiiric" iit 
aiiowed me to  hone "al-,elnatjve :binking" sethods ro :>a;:eqe :he 
s t a k s  cuo. Both of these skfLls w:i  serve the Association weii if 1 h e  
the honor of beconing a 3i:ector. 
W k n  yoa; taLk t o  other information professionais, what  do you say 
about SLA? Do you sey the s m e  things to peopk who are not i: the 
ioformation pmSessicnT 
I've been a very active a d  cozmittedSSLA member for 24 years. Those 
who know F e  wiL say t;at I'm passionate abc-t the association. To 
me.ibers and -on-members, as we2 as to those $3 other professions, ! 
mention SLA as bfing :he ve?ic:e, which has xlpeci z e  gain ar!iqee 
perspectives ci: cutting edge rech~oLogies, eauca:ionaL reso-rces, 
pubiicaticns, and caree--reiatec issces, The "people deme-t"- 
?&worki?g oppor'snities-has had a s!gnificant inpact o-. my owr: ca:ee: 
a-d i aiways disciiss this Senefit as weli. 
"Ranasement of infor-ation" is a wcnder52l t o g c  to use as s bridge i n  
opening a discussion abosi cc: profession. I've used i t  often with those 
who are not part of oc: communizy because i t  has implicatioos for 
everyore who uses iijfomatio:: ii: SL: digitai economy. 
- 1 ix s aiways been easy for 7 2  to disc-ss SLA wit?  professionai coLleagiies. 
Throughout the years I've rne>tored nany inaividcais and have cotter. 
them activeiy !,i,vcivea with SLA. And ~ i e  r y word here is "active." i 
s!ways reitera~e to Wks that it's a ~wo-way srreet. That paying diies 
an6 attendirg rr,eetiqs is rlot e n c s p .  That wha-l's reqired is a conscious 
decision to give of the!: dme a d  cc,zmi:re~t. 
Past Employment: Dean of Academic Affairs, Juarez Univer- 
sity, (1997-2000); University Librarian, Juarez University 
Libraries, (1995-1997); Senior Researcher, Tecnologico de 
Monterrey - Tolrica Campus, Center for Strategic Studies 
(1993-1994); Library Director, lnstituto Tecnologico de 
Durango Librzry, (1977.1984, 1988-1992:. 
Education: University of Sheffield, England, Ph.D. in Infor- 
mation Stndies (1988); University of Denver, CO, MA in Li- 
brary Science, (1977); Universidad A u t o n o ~ a  de Sinaioa, 
Mexico, Law Degree, (1974). 
SLA Chapter Activ~ties: Member of the Rio G r a d e  Chapter 
SLA Division Activities: Science and Technology Division 
SLA Association-Level Activities: Member (twice) of the §LA 
Global 2000 Conference Steering Committee, (2002); Nomi- 
nating Coxxitiee, [1998-1999); SLA representative for two 
periods, IFPA Academic Libraries Standing Committee, 
(1998). 
Other Professional Activities [selected): Secretary, Treasurer 
and other different roles at the Mexican Library P.ssociati~n 
throughout the years; President and founder of the Durango 
State Library Association (Mexico); Member, OCLC Advisory 
Council of College and University Libraries, (1999-2004); Co- 
Chair, President's Program Committee, ALA Midwinter, 
(1999); President, IFLA Round Table on User Education, 
(1999:; Chair, Mexican Library Association fnternational 
Xeielations; Committee Board, Trejo Foster Foundation for His- 
pack  Library Education (TFF], USA, (200:). 
Awards and Honors and Publications (seIected]: Awards: 
Nationai Researchers System Award, (1989-2004); Librarian 
of the Year Award fro= the Border Regional Library Associa- 
tion, Ei Paso, TX, (19981; UACJ best library in the city, Juarez 
Rotarian Club, (1999); Ph.D. thesis award from the UK Chan- 
cellors Cornmitree, (1987). Publications: Technical Dictionary 
of Library and Infomat ion Science, English/Spanish, Span- 
ish/E~gllsk. Co-mthor. XY, USA: Garland Publishers, (1994); 
edited 9 books, and authored 4 monographs, and more than 
90 ari!cles/ conference papers; working on a bilingual dic- 
tionary of lWexican acronyms; Most recent articles: "Faculty- 
Librarian Collaboration: A Mexican Experience," RSR, Xefer- 
ence Seruices R e v i m  (England, MCB University Press), Vo1. 
29, No, 2, (2OO1); "The Need for Better Library Graduates: A 
Demand from Mexican Academic Libraries," Co-ailthot Sub- 
mitted to World Libraries Journol [USA], October 16-19,2001; 
Recent conference papers: "Collaboration Between the United 
States and Mexico: The Legacy of SLA-Snpported Linkages," 
Co-author. Global 2000: The Worldwide Conference of Spe- 
cial Librarianship, Brighton, England, March 23-25, 2.300; 
"The CORC Project for Mexican Websites: The UACJ Experi- 
ence/Proyecto CORC para paginas web mexicanas: la 
experiencia de Ia UACJ," X Transborder Library Forum, A!- 
buquerque, NM, USA, March 23-25,2000; Recent bocks: UACJ 
Educational Mode!: Vision 2020/Modelo edzcativa UACJ: vi- 
sion 2020, version breve. Co-author. Mexico: LTACJ, (2001). 
What are the key qualities of leadership? Give an example of how 
you exemplify these qualities. 
Having a clear sense of direction, exaxples of professional achievemefib, 
contributions t c  the profession, and work, discipli~e, a d  willingness to 
share knowledge s k i h  and values with coileaguei, in my opinion, are 
key qualities of leadership. 
In my experience, I led the work of the Juarez University Libra? system 
to have the best facisties and the leading dser educaticn procram in 
Northwestern Mexico since 1995 to preiert. I facibtate the accreditatjon 
process of academic programs and the university ir! cenerai by nationai 
and international accreditation organizations and advise and provide 
training to  university academic departments on conducting their 
management processes to  obtain exterqal accreditation, as weil as 
teaching a research methods course every semester. 
I have been active in library associations since I was a library student, 
contributing with ideas and work to  the professon. 
What was your greatest disappointment i n  l ife? How has this 
disappointment made you a better Leader? 
My greatest disappointment was when I found out that iaw, the subject 
of my first degree, did not entitie the challenges t h a t I  was looking for 
in Bfe. This led me to look for another discipline, k d n g  library science- 
the su5ject and professios tha? has fuLfiL:ed my iife. 
When you talk to other information professionals, what do you say 
about SLA? Do you say the same things to people who are not i n  the 
information profession? 
In comments to  colleagues, I say SLA is a focused association. I t  is 
dynamic and i t  is the most international of ali American library 
associations. When commenting to non-ififormat(on professionak, I refer 
to  examples of professional achievements. SLA is the second iargest 
Library association in the ulS and certai5y oone of the {agest in the 
worid. It integrates the synergy of thcusa~ds of information professionab 
from tk,e corporate and the academic worid :o make information a 
difference in organizational settings. 
Past Enploy.ment: Agency Librarian, Wieden + Kennedy, 
(2000-2001); Assisrant Dewey Librarian, Massachuseris In- 
sritute oi Technoiogy, (1998-1999); Conorate Librarian, He- 
lix Technology Corporation, (1996-1998); Referecce LiSrar- 
ian, part tine, Roger Williams University and Rho& island 
College, (1994-1996); Multimedia Development Librarian, 
Grant Project, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, 11993); Bib- 
liographic Instruction/Behavioral Science Librarian, Utica 
College, (1992-1993). 
Education: MLS, State University of Mew York, Aibacy, NY: 
(1992); BA with Honors, Government/Eaglish, Lehigh iici- 
versity, Bethlehem, PA, (1986). 
§LA Chapter activities: Rhode island: Presidect, (2995-19961; 
Oregon: Member, (1999-present]; Boston: Member and. 1998 
Fall kick-off rneetizg planner, (1997-present]; Arew York: 
Member, (1992-1993). 
SEA Division activities: Information Technology Division: 
Chair, (2001-20021, Chair elect (2300-2001], Treasurer, (1998- 
2000), Networking Section Chair, (1997-1998); Science-Tech- 
nology Division: Professionai Development Chair, (1998- 
1999); Advertising & Mzrketing, Business & Finance, Engi- 
neering, Library Management, Solo Librcrfans: Member. 
Association-lwei activities: I~formti t ion Futurists Caucus: 
Convener> (1997-1999j; Networking Committee: Member, 
(2001-2004j; Rewriting Competencies Taskforce, (2031- 
completionj; Nominating Committee: Member> (1999-2000:; 
Professional Development Committee: Member, (1998-2001;. 
Other Professional activities: Association of Independent In- 
formation Professionals (AIIP], (2001-present); City Clxb of 
Portland, Growth Management and Environzent Commit- 
tee, Chair of "Walk and Talks;" American Library Associa- 
tion, (1992-present); The Natural Step of Bregoc, Scribe ai 
Visioning a Sustainable Buildicg workshop, (September 
2001). 
Publications: Review articles for Business Information Alert; 
workshop and seminar materials on indnstry and marker 
research as well as Iaternet search tech~iqnes; variorrs SEA 
contributions. 
What are the key gualitfes s f  Leadewhip? GIve an exanpie of bow 
you exernplffy these qualiffes. 
Leadership in a service orcanization is a:i about re:a-lionscips. The macro 
quaiities of vision, pasjion, anb creativity are essenfial, yet appiyng 
these qilalities ro relatio-ships is what S d d s  and scstairs outstanding 
orgazizatiow The tocis of Leadership are comnu?icatir.g, ;ister,ing, 
mefitocng, and faciLitating. I have ccxmunicated and Estesed a 9:eat 
deai over the years to xexbers. Sometimes :h:s wili take the form of 
indviddai conversatior~s; other times  his wiiL take the form of memsership 
surveys, ballots, and qses-tiox posed io c s h ~ n s ,  discussion iists, or 
conferences. Througi: Estezicg, I have learned that theye are many \/aiid 
opi-ions, tha: win-win scena:ios can aimox aiways be reached, and 
that it m l y  takes a comm-nity to keep an organization :ur,ning. I have 
ako  Learned rhat we as a me-beship can cooperate on Large-scale 
projects. This was b:oug?t home when sever, diitsicrrs caxe rocether 
afid pooied both time azd 5nanciai resources to  bcng Srewat Brand to 
our 1999 conference. 
What was your greatest cEsappcintnent In  We? Haw has this  
disappointment made you a better Leader? 
I? May 1982 I was awarded a fui! R O C  sc:otarsh;p. 1 wos:d atter,d 
Lehigh University i- Penrqrivania and have my room, board, tuitjon, 
and fees taken care of. in Cctobe~ of the same year, after getdng set tkd 
into coiiege Sfe an? miiitary r o u t k s ,  I discovered t h a ~  I i ad  %Led the 
R O T  medica! exam and ~y scholarship was iost. 1 was devastated o' oth 
Gsanc'-;: ' 
. .  , ~ L L Y  a m  motionalLy. My father to:b me 1 must wthbraw Froa 
scicol. At eighteen, I discovered $ow to hanbie and even thrive wi:h 
change. I Learned that I was not akone, aod thar the reki~ionships I buiit 
provicied the s~rength to ravigate new terrain. i :earned that wrecchin g 
chasge could have poji~ive repercussio-s as q 1  reiationship wi th  ~y 
father was almost destroyed, then made cioser a d  stronger thar: ever. 
Creativity and reso~rcefu~ness kept the tuition jik paid, a" a sense of 
humor and good feendships puiled me Chrc~gh emotionaby. 
When you talk to  other i~t'orrnation prefassisnsls, what do you say 
abeut SLW? 5 s  you say the same things t o  people vihc are not In the 
i n f s r m a t h  profession? 
To professic-..a:s outside SLA, I Ske to  toot csr  associaSon horn about 
our divisions' subject foccs, the ab'Bty to step into ieadexhip p-sitiors, 
the continuing edxatior. possibi6tes, ar;d the p~actica! Lessons of p u b k  
speaking and f~ndraising. I share -y experiences i n  :aising my hand, 
C e + ~ ' -  .o,,c invclved, and tne personal and professions! rewards that Cave 
resulted. Vv'hen 1 reaiiy get excited, I taik abo~ir the friendships I have 
bililt over the yeaz, how special the winter meeting is fo: its coziness, 
aod how strongly the nemork of contacts :a:: grow. My conversations 
with folks outside the profession give me the opportunity ?a talk about 
expe;l'ences SLA bas provided that I wolrld no: have e i s e w k e  (such as, 
speaking in frofit of 5,000 peopLel), ski?;s I hwe  bniit, aod the benefits 
of an outstandicg service organization. 
Past Ec?pleyment: Manager, Technical Information Services, 
Westinghouse Electric Corporation; Westinghouse Eiectric 
Corporation, (i 990-2000); Associate Librarian through Man- 
ager Icformation Resources, Westinghouse Electric Corpora- 
:ion, jJ.974-1990). 
Education: University of Pittsbnrgh, (1974;; Over thirty 
continuing education courses on business, technical, infor- 
matioc :echnciogy, and management topics; Women's Lead- 
ership Program, The Center fcr Creative Leadership, (1996). 
SEA Chapter Activities: Pittsburgh Chapter: 75:Qnniversary 
Committee (1996-1997); Mentoring Program, {L991-1993::; 
Board of Direclcs, (1988-1990); Bulletin Editor, (1988-1990); 
Nonina?ng CommiZee, (1987-1988); Marketing Chair, SLA 
Wicter Meeting, (2987); Awards Committee, (1985-1986). 
§LA Division Activities: LiSrary Management Division: Chair, 
Nominations Committee, (1995-1996); Awards Committee, 
j1994-1955:; Division Chair, (1993-1994); Division Chair- 
elect, (1992-1993); Chair, Strategic Planning Committee, 
(1991-1993) ; Marketing Section Chair, (1991-2992). 
SLA Association-level Activities: Branding Task Force, 
(2000J;Chair, Com~etencies Document Publication Commit- 
tee and chapter author, (1994-1997); Chair, SEA Logo Com- 
nittee, (1996-1997); Division Cabinet Chair-elect, (1994- 
1996); Division Cabinet Chair-elect, (1994-1995); Secretary, 
Board of Directors, (1994-1996); Awards Committee, (1995- 
1996); Research Forum, (1994); Speaker, St$, acd Great Lakes 
Annual Conferences, (1989-1997). 
Other Professlonai Activities: Search Committee, University 
of Pittsburgh School of Information Sciences, (2001); Chair, 
Indusrrial Technicai Information Managers Group, (1993- 
2000), Chair, Board of Directors, The Electronic Information 
Network [EII<), ljnking 40 public libraries in Allegherry 
Corrcry and providing Internet and database access, (1989- 
2030); Board of Visitors and adjunct faculty (1994-present), 
University of Pittsburgh School of Informatior, Sciences, 
Awards/:Jonc~s: Fellow, Special Libraries Association, (1999); 
Distinguished Alumna Award, University of Pittsburgh Schcol 
of Information Sciences, (1997); Management Leadership 
Award, SLA Library Management Division, (1990). 
tions for Special Libraries (1996); "Tctal Qmlity Management: 
How to Improve Your Library Without Losing Your Mind," 
chapter in Information for Management, i1994). Thirty-four 
articles and/or presentations for seiected library audiences. 
What are the key qualities of Leadership? Give an example ~f how 
you exemplify these  quaiities. 
I believe a Leader should hold a visioi- for t3e f;-re, manace the present 
to enable that vision, and honor the past, which has made the future 
possib!e. A Leader he!ps the organization reinvent itself, and helps the 
nembers move through the reinvention pyocess, especially when they are 
asking thensehes, "What if we can't get there? What if it doesn't worikl" 
We asxed ourselves these quest iox as we led the redesign of the 
Westinghouse policy for protec~on of prop'ietav information. Our new 
pokicy was the first cx!ture change in this area in over thirty years-we 
were changing a sacred cow. The eqineers  complai~ed constantly. Our 
work doubled. O~ir patience dwindLed. 
Vow did we manage? We increased commti?ication and the "why" over 
and over. We stressed the resuit of no: changing. We supported each other 
constantly, ever, on days when we couldn't remember why we started the 
whole process, and we Laughed. If you car? laxgh, you can't iead. 
What was yoilr greatest disappointment in iife? How has th i s  
disappointment made you a better Leader? 
I have always viewed myself as a very st:ovg and independent peyson. 
This image of myself was affected in 1995, when I was diagnosed with 
mukiple sclerosis (MS). For the first few years the co~bition was benign, 
but then became "relapsing-rmittirrg," with more frequent exacerbations, 
which were more dificult to manage. 
This life-changing experience has made me a better Leader. Row I 
sometimes have to  ask for heip, I remember nct to assume that people 
are not trying hard enougb if the job isn't getting done and to ask if 
help is needed. In project and process planning, I have learned to ask, 
"Can everyore come with es?" I am more se~si t ive to those who perceive 
themselves as outsiders or who are frightened of new experiences a m  
change. This disappointment has changed me for :he better. 
When you talk to  other information professionals, what do you say 
about SLA? Do you say the same things t o  peopie who are r!ot in the  
information profession? 
I tellthem that SLA has been responsfbie for much of my learning, growth, 
and ajiiity to stay on top of a constantly changing profession. i tei: then: 
that SiA is always changing, because no organization can remain stagnant. 
That to esable otir membe:s to remain infcrmed, and marketable, we look 
at  the association, we ask questions, and we posit potential changes. 
Publications acd Presentations: "Would You Buy SLA?" In- 
formation Outlook, (March, 2002); Editor, C~mpetencies for 
Special Librarians i n  the 21" Century (1997); "Writing Posi- 
tion Gescriptions fcr Fair Compensation," in Position Descrip- 
\Nhen I talk about SLA to others, I stress the vallie i t  provides in 
continuous learning. I taik about the return on my investment of time 
and money, and the importance of shared, real-world experiences. I say, 
"Whea I go to  SLA, I think to myseLf, 'these are my people'." And they 
say, "Wow! Where do I sign ~ p ? "  
Information Outlook recently sat 
dows, to talk with Bill Pardue, presi- 
dent and CEO of Corporate and Fed- 
eral Markets for kexis Nexis Group. 
Lexis Nexis is t i e  first member ~f 
SLA's John Carton Dana Circle. 
Named in honor of %A's founder, the 
John Cotton Dana Circle, recognizes 
outstanding copomtions and ire& 
vidrrais demonstrating extraordinary 
generosity and support of SLA and 
its members over a @e-year period. 
Members of the John Cotton Dana 
Circle take a proactive rcle in rovid-  
lng conrinuing education to infom~a- 
tios, professionals ~orid'aide. 
Information Outlook: What did you 
do before coming to Lexisldexisl 
Bill Pardue: I worked for the Associ- 
ated Press and T i ~ ~ e s  Mirror as a 
journalist. I look a hiatus and went 
to law schaol and pracrPced law ic  
Washington, D.C. Then I wen? Sack 
into the newspaper business, but on 
the commerciai side of things, rather 
than as a journalist. I spent another 
18 years in newspapers befom I came 
to EexisNexis four years ago. 
10: What is your company's vision 
for the future? 
BP: Our goal is to be the preferred 
provider of enzerprise-wide informa- 
tion soiutioas to legal, corporate, 
academic, and government profes- 
sionals. 
I think if one Iooks a? what has hap- 
pened during the last ten years to 
the information business and the 
customers who buy inforn.ation, it 
is extraordinarily challenging to 
project forward into the next decade. 
Ten years ago, for exanpie, the Web 
obviously was not at the forefront, 
of people's minds. If you look back 
over the Iast few years, there has 
been a significant evoiutfon in how 
people think in terms of Web capa- 
bilities and. focus. 
Our prima-ry focns is to make s x e  
that we listen to o w  customers and 
anticipate what their needs are go- 
ing to be. At tite same tiae, we know 
we have to continue building more 
and different kinds of content. 
H think the huge challenge that is 
facing all of us, both the iniorma- 
tion indnstry and our clients, is en- 
suring that end-users e l  the infor- 
rxtion they need. 
There is an enormous tidal wave of 
infornation coming at most of us. 
There is simply more infornation 
than ever, and it is more accessible 
than ever. 
Trying ':c decide how to access the 
iniornation and get just what YOU 
need, without a plethora of unnec- 
essary information 5eyond t5e scope 
0: the decision you need to Eake, is 
increasingly important, 
Our focus at EexisNexs icciudes 
making sure that we have the tools 
available that end-uses can cus- 
tomize for ther~selves or that in- 
fornation professionals can lever- 
age for a whsie organization. 1% is 
having t k  toois available to inre- 
grate rhe content into your func- 
tion and integrate i r  into your 
organization's information. 
The question is not aggregation any- 
=ore as a x c h  as it is integration. 
What do you need to do your job, 
to n a k e  the  decisions! For 
LexisNexis, thar would include 
some 38 the p:;bEshing tools that we 
offer to aliow our c'i;sfomers to ac- 
cess our archives and czr informa- 
tion about clirrent events and pub- 
lish that information 3n their 
Tntranet, their Extranets, and, with 
seiectrd information, on their pub- 
iic Websites. 
10: What do y m  rhink is happen- 
ing with print ratesial? Do you tXnk 
it is dying in she face c.f eiectronic 
publishing? 
B E  i think that we wll1 continue to 
see the true archival storage of dam 
move towards digital !or=ats with 
printed content going out of favor 
for many in i~r r~at ion  users. The fact 
is that an electronic library can be 
so vast and so accessibie and so easy 
to use that it cannot he zaythrng Sut 
the preferred for--at for the furure 
of most users. 
I don't believe that printed material 
is ever going to compieteiy die. ?afi 
of this is driven b y  my own con- 
sumption 'cekviors. W5en I read 
for pleasure, i elect not to scrc.1: 
down an elec:ronic screen. H still 
enjoy the serendipitous pieaszrre ~f 
turning the newspaper pages a? the 
breakfast table. There is that t a n  
gible pleasure of touching the 
printed page fcr me and I ?kink for 
.*-. 
miiilons of other people. 
ID: What kind sf perspectives does 
your newspaper background bsing 
to this job, to your current role at 
Lexis-Wexis? 
BP: So~~ebody  once said jcuraaiism 
is the first draft of history, and ",a", 
dr& can be aad has been the ccr- 
nerstone of a free societyi. 3ut the 
documents produced by newspapers 
are constrained by t i r x  and access. 
information outtoak 
Therefore, they are by definition in- 
complete and occasionally not totally 
accurate. 
I think all journalists know that their 
work is a srapshot of an evolving 
even:. The experience that I had at 
newspapers underlines how infor- 
mation makes a real difference in 
people's lives, the choices they make, 
as consumers, and in government 
and civic affairs. 
One cf the real pleasures for me at 
Lexs-Nexis has been helping lead an 
organization that brings together the 
billions of pieces of important infor- 
mation that aren-t all needed by ev- 
eryone, but are at sorne point needed 
by someone. And we create the tools 
that help peopie find the right swath 
informaxion they do need. 
Also, it has been important in our 
diseussions with content providers 
that I understand the business 
they're in and what they're trying 
to achieve. There is nothing like liv- 
ing the life of yaw partners before 
they becone your partners to really 
have some insights and empathy and 
understanding about what they are 
trying to achieve. 
PO: What are you looking at 
texisNexis' relationship with SLA? 
Where do you see it going in the fu- 
ture? 
BP: We took. several important steps 
forward this year that really took us 
to a new level. Because the role of 
information professionals has 
changed so ~apidly, we inaugurated 
a new leadership symposium on 
"New Skills for a New Economy." It 
Is a biennial, intensive exploration 
of the new dynamics of business 
models in the knowledge economy. 
It also provides an overview of new 
career opportunities for information 
professionais, highlighting the skills 
and competencies they need to seize 
those opportunities. 
i believe, for exanple, that in many 
organizations, the role of the infor- 
mation professional now is essen- 
tially a publisher role. Their medium 
is often an intranet, and they are 
making selections about the type of 
content that their users need to be 
successful. They then are making 
decisions about how to package that 
content and how to make it acces- 
sible to as wide a variety of users as 
possible. Often, the information pro- 
fessional is playing the lead role in 
building ar,d constructing the distri- 
bution system. 
Also, we became a 21st Century part- 
ner for the SLA. That means that 
we are sponsoring new member ori- 
entation on the Web and the new 
member welcome kit. We also are 
sponsoring the Information Resource 
Library. 
We have undertaken the funding of 
a number of learning symposiums. 
We also provide information for sig- 
nificant portions of the SLA's 
website. 
We have in the past provided, and 
very much want to continue to pro- 
vide, significant support to the an- 
nual conference that is typically held 
in June. 
10: How does it feel to be the first 
member of the John Cotton Dana 
Circle? 
BP: It is a tremendous honor. The 
most important aspect was it high- 
lighted that the information profes- 
sional is our best and our toughest 
customer. We feel like we are recog- 
nized for that reason, all the differ- 
ent ways we try lo partner with spe- 
cial librarians. 
Mr. Dana's background as an ALA 
president, as a public librarian, as 
an organizer of the SLA, and as an 
advocate for children's libraries 
spoke to what we believe we can 
continue to contribute to the libra- 
ian community. 
10: What are some of the last books 
you have read? 
BP: Reading is my primary leisure 
activity other than tine with my 
family. I typically read five or six 
books at a time. 
Here are some of my recent favor- 
ites: Slaves ix the Family by Edward 
Ball, A Conspiracy of Paper by David 
Liss, and The Dress Lodger by Sheri 
Holman. Those iast two were par- 
ticularly interesting because Ms. 
Holman and Mr. Liss participate in 
a dialogue about each other's work 
in the backs of each novel. 
So, in A Conspixicy of Paper, Ms. 
Holmar, interviews Mr. Liss about 
his approach to writing that novei, 
and then irr the back of The Dress 
Lodger,  Mr. Liss interviews Ms. 
Hoiman about her perspective and 
challenges in writing T h e  Dress 
Lodger. 
Contempora-y fiction follows, and, 
when time permits the attention 
span and ability to focus, political 
biographies. For example, I read 
Robert Carc in the summer. I fin- 
ished his nasterful volumes on 
Lyndon Johnson. 
Those were incredible. It was very 
interesting this year in light of sorne 
of the recent turmoils and tragedies 
to revisit the Vietnam War years and 
the activities that led up to our en- 
gagement in Asia and the roots of 
colonialisnr that contributed to that 
conflict. 
Then, for escapism, I love Christo- 
pher Moore. Coyote Blue is my fa- 
vorite, but I have read all of fiis nov- 
els. When I need something that is 
going to be "literature-lite," 
Christopher Moore is my choice. 
The value Peter Druckr places on 
leadership is evident by the name of 
kis foundation's journal: Leader lo 
Leader. 
Drucker's views on leadership per- 
meate the writing in his own bocks 
and in chapters of the various books 
that have grown out of the journal, 
such as The Lerrder of Me Future and 
Leading Ba.ond Me VViabls. 
These books bring together writings 
by Drncker and some of the to-, 
names in ':he fieid of xanage=ent 
and leadership study, such as 
Charles Handy, Warren Bennis, and 
Dorls Kearns Goociwin. 
We don't know what, if anything, 
Drucker w2l say about leadership 
when he is the keynote speaker at 
the 2802 Special Libraries Associa- 
tion annual conference in Los An- 
ge!es in Inne. But we can iearn a lot 
about Drucker's thoughts on lead- 
IS Call ership, and how SLA menbe- 
take more active leadership roles. 
We, after all, are icnowiedge workers3 
the class of workers Dmcker's world 
revolves around. Om b&utions, both 
for-profit and nonprofit, are cmg out 
to be led. Carefuliy reading Emcker 
can help show ns the way. 
His views on the subject may be 
somewhat contrarian, but they are 
blunt, direct, and s~ccinct.  
In the forewad to The Leader of the 
Future he tackles the topic of whether 
leaders are born or macie: -'. . .there 
r ~ a y  be %a= leaders: but there surely 
are far roo few to depend oc t3em. 
Leadership must be learned and can 
be learned-and this, of course, is 
what this 5ook was written for and 
shouid be used for." 
He goes on to describe various as- 
pects of a leader, inciuding his oft- 
stated prenise that leaders need nor 
kave charisma, and that there is no 
one personality type of leadership. 
He 5~:Jrther states, among other ideas, 
that leaders set exanples, seek re- 
sponsibility more than rack, con- 
stantly ask what are the mlssioc and 
goais of their organization, and stafi 
out asking what needs to be done, 
not what they shouid. 
He asserts that the greatest opgortii- 
city to become a ieader is in the non- 
profit social sector ( t k  focus of his 
faundaeion, The Peter F. DrucRer 
Foondation For Nonrsrofit Manage- 
ment). He says there are nearly one 
million of these organizations in the 
United States, "and they provide ex- 
cellent opportunities for learning 
about leadership." 
In a fascinating chapter from the 
Drucker Foundation compilation 
Leader to Leader, "'My Mentors' 
Leadership Lessons," he discusses 
the three people he learned the most 
from, all fro= his working life as a 
young x a n  In Europe early iast cen- 
tu,ry. [:Drucker turned 92 3as: Novex- 
be?.) One was the fcnnder of the eco- 
nomics departznect of a bank, an- 
other a newspaper edlter, an6 the 
third a London banker. The overall 
lessons, which he describes in more 
detail, are, in iiis cwn words: 
"Treat people dif!erenti.y, based on 
their strengths. 
Set high standards, Sut  give people 
the freedoxz and responsibility to 
do their jobs. 
13erkmnance reviews m ~ s t  5e hon- 
esti exacti~g, and an integrai part 
of the jo5. 
People iearn the most when teach- 
ing others. 
Effective leaders earn respect-:3ul 
they don't need to be liheri." 
In the recent compilation of soxe of 
his most important writings, The 
Essentkol Drrrcker: Selections From 
the Mcnagnzent TNcrks of Petgr ,": 
Dmcicer, there is also a considerable 
a m x n t  of information ortn leader- 
ship; includjng rhe declaration that 
leadership is the r~eans,  hi;: what 
the Ieade: is taking his follov~ers is 
ixportant. Me cites "misleaders" of 
last century, Stalin, Hitler, and Mac 
as exampies of charismatic leaders 
whose r~eans  led to disastrous ends. 
Through all of this, Drucker's de5- 
nition of ieadersi"iip can be sums& 
u p  v ~ i t h  one qzoter  frc= the 
foreward of The Lecder @the -Fzrture: 
<.-7 ine only definition of a Ieaczder is 
someone who has fob:awers." 
elected Bibliography: 
'Fire Essential Dmcicer jHaqerCoilins2001: 
TTke Leader of ?he Fzture: Drucker Fomxiatlan FuPare Series, edited by 
Frances Hessehin. Marshall GoIdsmi* and Richard Bec:khard (Jossey- 
Bass, 1996) 
Leader to Leader: Drdeker Fo'onndaedm Leaderbooks, edited by Frances 
Messelbein and Faul M. Cohen (Jossey-Bass, 1999) 
Leodirzg Bejjond t&e T#~lis: Drricker _Foun&agon VJz'sdom t0 Action Se- 
ries, edited b y  Frances Hesselbein, Marshail G ~ l d s ~ i t h  and lain 
Soonervilk (Jossey-Bass, 1999) 
Managiag Fcr the Fxture {Truman Ta'alley Books/Pkne, 1993 pager- 
back edition) 
I n  addition, ACS journals are the most cited journals 
in  Agriculture; Education, Scientific Disciplines; 
Environmental Engineering; Environmental Sciences; 
Food Science & Technology; and Polymer Science- 
and highly ranked i n  Biochemistry, Chemical 
With such new pubiications as Organic Letters (1999), 
Journal of Combinatorial Chemistry (1 99 9), 
Biomacaomolecules (2000), Crystal Growth & Design 
and Nano Letters (both 2001), and the forthcoming 
Journal of Proteome Research (2002), ACS Publications 
continues to  grow i n  the service of chemistry and 
related disciplines. Just like we have since 1876. 
ACS PUBLICATIONS 
H I G H  Q U A L I T Y .  H I G H  I M P A C T .  
h o n g  the many studies that Ex E.S. 
Copyright Office was directed to 7x1- 
dertake in the Digital Millennium 
Copyright Act (DMC) was an exad-  
nation of the effects of the DMCA on 
the development of electronic com- 
merce under the first sale doctrine' 
and Secrion 117 or' the Copyright k t .  
Section 117 is a limitation on :he ex- 
clusive rights of the copyright holder 
for computer programs. This column 
deals with the first sale portton of the 
Regisrer's Report;%ext month's coi- 
umn will address Lie report's treat- 
ment and recommendations. 
The puqose of the st?;dy and the re- 
sulting repor"; was to examine the re- 
lationship between existing and de- 
veisping technoTogies on the opera- 
tion of t k s e  starntes. In order to con- 
duct the necessary study, the Copy- 
right Office calied for public comment 
and held headngs in Xove~Lber 2000. 
The first sale doctrine perniis the 
owner of a copy of a copyrighted 
work to dispose of that copy without 
the permission of the copyright 
owner. In fact, this is how iibraries 
lend materials from their coliec-sions 
to Users. The first sale doctrine means 
that the author receives royalties only 
for the first sale of that copy of a work, 
but receives no additionally royaities 
for subsequenr sales of the copy. Pa -  
dtionally, the firsf sale doct.' re- 
lated to distributions of tangible cop- 
ies. The issue is how the firsf sale 
doctrine qplies to digital copies. 
Library associations had hoped <tat 
the report would include recommen- 
dations to ensare Giat the' rights of 
users to use digital wxks would be 
protected and that libraries would be 
able to lend and archive digit& works. 
Librarians continue ro point out that 
c o p y $ $ ?  holders want to lock up 3052 
access and use of their digital works 
to Lie point that iibraries' abilities to 
iend works in digital f o m  is ~<iirtualIy 
eliminated, This is d:;e to the interac- 
tion of DMCRs an%-ckcsrnvengion 
provisions3 witk non-negotiabie li- 
censes frorn publishers and produc- 
ers. Proof of this is found in many li- 
cense agreements thar prevent use of 
the work for interlibrary ioan at ali, 
Unfortunate!y, rhe Register's Report 
finds that *e DMCA does not under- 
mine the first sale doctrine in any 
meaninghi way, and therefem it rec- 
ommends only =inor changes in the 
law. The repon concludes that it is 
simply too early to recommend sig- 
nificant changes in the law: 
33 the dismay of the library commu- 
nity, the report found that transinis- 
sions over Lie Internet produce a copy 
on the recipient's ccrnpu'rer thar is a 
reproduction 'lc which tke first sale 
doctrine does not apply. The argn- 
ment was made thar transmission 
foliowed by the imEediate daletion 
of the original file rs the equivalent 
of the transfer of a physical copy. The 
report rejected rhts argunen: prima- 
riiy because physical copies degrade 
over rime while digital copies do not. 
Fu~Lzer, in attenpiisg ic apply the 
first sale doctrine to digital works, 
proponents are really applying pre- 
digitai age distrisution models. The 
benefits of expanding &e first sak  
doctrine do not exceed the likelihood 
of increased harm, accorcing to 6fe 
repor':. 
Librafians have recognized that the 
tradirbnai first sale doctr':ne r n q  no. 
lireraliy apply to digital works, but it 
certajnly shoaid - at ieasr when there 
is near sinaltaneous deletion of :he 
dgitai work from &e computer of one 
who transfers :he copy by transmit- 
ting it to so=eane else. The a:sccn- - '  
fort with the repoe's acaiysis is the 
fact that it fails t3 recognize the role 
I. . :ze first sale doctrine has played in 
pro-~xting the puqoses of U.S. cosy- 
right law. Instead, the re~orf ocuses 
0:: how difficult it wonid be either to 
determine whether near sixnlta- 
neous deletion occurred CT to prove 
thar it occurred and when. 
Copyright holders testified in the 
hearings against extension of the first 
sale doctrine ?a digitai works be- 
canse lending a digital work means 
that a copy is duplicated rather than 
'bat one physicai copy is exchanged. 
Copyright proprietors were not per- 
snaded by Iihrians'  arguments con- 
cernng near simultaneous deiation 
of the orlginai copy. 
?he report does recognize thar ?he 
p~oblems raiseci by !ibrariar,s are 
valid concerns desp:te the fact that 
the Register r e ~ o m ~ e n d s  no change 
In Section lB(aj. Librarians and 
others testified <?at a new digi;aI f irst 
sale dcctrine should supersede 
ovedy restrictive Iacense agreements 
for digital works. In what is becorn- 
ing a cormon theme in these Copy- 
rig& Office reports, the primary rea- 
son the office fails to recomxend 
caanges m the law is lack of proof 
cf present harm. Yet7 by the time 
there is sabstantial proof of harm, 
thonsands of library asers will have 
sdfered in their ability to use works 
that increasingly wiil be avaiiable 
? ~ 
oniy :n digital forma:. 
I 17 US. Ccce 5 130(s;j2SC5.]. See 'Cogyrigh? 
Come;", May 205.1 tor a diszcssicn of the firs: 
sale doc:;ine. 
US. Co;yrigi;.t Office, 3MCA Seaio? 104 Re- 
por:, i?ugus? 25.01. See http://www.loc.gov/ 
ccpyfrig%./repo~s/sec-104-repo~rt.~di. 
See "Copyrig:?: C o r x r "  June IS99 and Janxary 
2CGI. 
information rru'r.lr>:sk 
Youp Users ure Pernunding 
Switch Your BlOSlS Pubkations Over to Convenient Electronie Formats 
Keep the same valuable daia; add the flexibility of 
electronic formats. 
B!OSIS Electronic Products wiil let you: 
9 Make publicatio?s available on a nehork 
0 Search for information using BIOSIS 
context-sensitive indexing 
0 Increase the return on your investment by 
boosiirg the number of users 
Users want h e  abil iv to searcn a database and 
sort through references therrselves. They want the 
fiexibiliv and convenience that e!ectronic formats 
offer. W h y  not give it to them? 
Electronic formats retain the quclities that have 
made BICSIS a leac'er in the life scier,ces: ir,dexir,g 
by professional scientists, breadih of coverage - 
while adding rew leve!s of customization. 
880,523,4806 (USA and Canadc); 1-1.21 5.587.4800 (Worldwide); fox: + I  .215.587.2016; info@biosis.org 
- - 
BiOSIS Previewsa 0 Biclogica\ Absimctsa Zoological Record MethodsFinderm Biological Abstracts/RRMm {Reports, Reviews, Meeiings) 
Start PLanuing for 
International Special Librarians Day 
2002 (ISLD) Apdi 18, 2002, is rigkt 
aroznd the corner. Now is the time 
to star? publicizing the pivotai roles 
and contributions of information 
professionals in a knowledge-based 
society. As a leader in the global in- 
formation community, on the front 
. ~ ianes ewry day obtaining first-hand 
~nowkdge,  and experience on the 
perceptions and attitndes surround- 
ing the profession, you understand 
that your pariicipation and comrm- 
nication play an important role in 
raising awareness and recognition 
for the profession. With Llat in mind, 
a theme was created &at ee~~bodies 
the ISLD nessage. "Leadership, Part- 
nership, Membership: Expanding 
Globai Knowledge Frontiers" con- 
veys that information pro.ofessionals 
are united ira leadership; partnership, 
and membership on a globai quest 
to open and expand new frontiers of 
knowledge. 
EL13 Proxmtiunah Item% 8 '3Jx2~s 
Ls Ceieinr~te 
Each year SLA creates promotional 
materials to celebrate :SIB. The pro- 
xmtionai items bearing the ISLD 
theme and logo provide a great vi- 
sual effect, enhancing yoyy- LL T.,mmo- 
tiosai effofls. Here are some great 
activities for you lo use your promo- 
tional materiais at your IiSrary and 
information center! 
Host an open house for your us- 
ers. 
Engage your users in a live actfv- 
ity that will lead to a greatel un- 
derstanding sf your role (s] . 
Give interactive tours of your in- 
formation center, 
Create a user guide/brochure for 
your library, outlicing your re- 
sources and services, 
Give internet search tips to help 
with most comnronly asked ques- 
fions/proble=s. 
Host a debate, forum, or other 
event that focuses on the use of 
inforzzation and knowledge. Sporr- 
so: a speaker's series throughout 
the week or a one-dzy even:. 
Sponsor a ca:eer day. 
TSLO Press 3;: 
This year, we have enhanced the 
!SLD 2802 On!ine Press Kit. Now the 
online press kit contains detaiied 
information on ISLE that -will assist 
you with generating a media b ~ z z .  
Please take advantage 2nd download 
the available materials to contact 
iocai media {printleiectronic) in 
your area. The 8nIine Pmss Kit con- 
tains: 
* An ISLD Prociamation. 
@ A Fact Skeet 
@ A Backgrounder 
* A Media Aiert 
e Sanple Public Service Annonnce- 
=ens  
c A Sample Press Release 
a A Sample Letter to the Editor 
Lffertzve Yips for 
Cern~w;,mic&.xg with  he %fi&j;: 
The ordine press marerials will en- 
hance your pzblic reiations efforts. 
Meet with your =arketing or 3W 
department within your organiza- 
tion. Provide them with a list of good 
story ideas. Let them know what you 
do for the compacy and provide 
them with a list of top users that can 
speak to your effectiveness. Ge"Lir_ 
coctact wit3 the offices of your state 
and local government to proclaiE an 
International Special Librarians Day. 
'lisur next step will be to idenfify 
your local media. This may include 
iocal, Caily, and week; y newspapers, 
trade/business publications. radio 
and teievision stations or re;aIed or- 
gacizations wit2 newslerters Yoxr 
a a i n  focus wili ke to target your 
story idea, article or release ro a lo- 
cal issue or rrend, snch as industry 
or educaiion. Next, develop a news 
angle that has an exciting knpact. 
Most ed;tors want sonethi~lg new 
and fresk Try t s  grab the editor's at- 
tention by providing iztrigning facts 
and f igur~s  or statements. Some- 
*. :mes self generating stories make 
the best headlines. Match yon? story 
idea, aTicle or release to the pubii- 
cation. For exaq.de, ~ i c u  wouldn't 
serrd a story idea about ?he found- 
ing fathers sf the Inrernet to a truck- 
ing magazine. Set in contact with 
rhe apropriate editor or news ma@- 
ager, or place a cali to the news desk. 
Sezding an eEai  or letter addressed 
to the iocal newspaper won? c x  it. 
Identify guidelines and suggestions 
that wiiI indicare r2e types of stories 
the &tor is willing to pubiisk. 
Lastly. be cognizant of editor& dead- 
. ~
mes.  Yox =q have a great story 
idea, however if it doesn I nake the 
production deadline, you r z y  be out 
of iu&. 
:%j*i: >i,y& 
The ISLD Award recognizes the spe- 
cia: e f f o ~ t s  =ads by a n  SEA 
n e z b e r ( s )  to pmmote and cei- 
&r-* :ere - internatioca: Special Librar- 
ians Day 2082. Nominate your seif, 
colleagues, or your li3rary/infcrxa- 
tion center for their pronotionai 
eiforrs in recognizing ISLD, 'She 
winners will be honored at the SEA 
Awards and Honors Prenier da;ricg 
the SLA 9JKS Annual Conference in 
Lss Angeles, California, J m e  8-1 3, 
20Ci2. The dsadiine for the awar",is 
_May 18. 2002. For nore informa- 
:ion on the ISLD Award piease visit 
the ISLD section of Vir l~a i  SEA or 
contact SLA s PW office at 202-939- 
3633 .  Internati~onai Spciai Eibraz- 
ians Bay is generously sponsored by 
Factiva. 
Special Libraries Asscciation 
A powedLil be~chmarking tool that no special iibrarian shouid be without! 
Order today and use your's to  compare and contrast wages and other earnings of 
thousands of special iibrarians in various regions in the U.S. and Canada. 
New features! 
In addition to the data you've come to  depend on, this year we've included more 
breakdovvns by industry, size of library, title, responsibility and geographic region. 
The book also contains salary data on the dynamic and expanding responsibilities OF 
special librarians. 
Find out how much you could get pad if you did this: 
- Knowledge Management 
- intranetlinternet development 
- Database software design 
- Marketing 
- IT administrator 
Find this infamation and more in the latest salary survey: 
n 
rrepayment is required for ail orders. Orders are shipped via UPS and should arrive within 2-4 weeks. 
Name Org. phone 
Street Address 
City State/Provir,ce ZiplPostai Code Country 
- Check enciosed Bill to credit c x d  Visa Mastercard AMEX Diners Club 
(US dollars o6y) 
Account # Expiration 
Sig~ature 
@Y. ISBN Titie Member Non-Mem Total 
- ,  / 0-87iii-5i0-0 / SLA Anriiai Saiary Survey 200: 1 $45.00 1 $125.00 1 
Phone 1-202-939-3673, Fax 1-202-234-2442, Email books@sla.org, Virtual Bookstore www.sia.org. 
Speciai Libraries Association, Order Dept., !700 18th Street, NW, Washington, DC 2 0 9  USA 
In what some might a l l  the "good oid 
days" &-long emplopent an6 single 
profession careers were file standard. 
Today: innovation, and its byprod-at, 
change, are the standard, and they 
demand a worEorce and organiza- 
tional models %ht zre prepared to meet 
the2 challenges. Organizations and 
the people within them have much to 
learn from the dynanic nature cf 
today.s workplace. The key lesson is 
the value of lifelong ieaming as a cor- 
nerstone to success. 
Ira pursuing innovation, organiza- 
tions stand to iearn in four arenas. 
First, an organization gains a c  in- 
Cepth audit of its resources. In the 
process of invesrigating the need for 
change or the possikirities for inno- 
vation, the organization has the op- 
portnnity to develop a three dimen- 
sional picture of its intellectual, 
physical, and mlationai resources. 
Unless it is pursuing change for 
change's sake, it needs to have a sys- 
tematic analysis to predict the i=- 
pact of any given innovation not to 
mention an analysis to identify ar- 
eas where change might be needed. 
This analysis is an idea? opportunity 
for the organizatim to detail em- 
ployee skill sets In addition to its 
relational resources such as the busi- 
ness processes, custoxer base, and 
communication systems. 
Next, an organization learns how 
to provide services or products 
more cost effectively and effi- 
ciently. This factor; of course, is 
the impetus behind seeking inno- 
vation, isn't it? With well-affected 
. . 
-- - . a.:d:ysls, creativit~i, organizalisnai 
buy in, and lots of hard wcrk, new 
business processes, new technoisgy, 
and new =arkets can all be devel- 
oped, which in turn will positively 
affect the 83ttom iine. 
Third, an organiza~ion can develop 
more effective management models. 
Its leaders have the opportunity to 
learn and practice 21" cen:ury lead- 
ership skiiis. These ieadership skills, 
which can be fosrered in innovative, 
changing environments, i n c i - ~ ~  >kt? 
coaching, effective c@~l;,munication, 
and conflict managemen?. Addition- 
aily, leadership in dynamic organiza- 
tions requires the abflity to provide 
focus, to manage information and 
mources, an6 to bniid tears. Ey 
uslng these approaches effectively, 
managers can develop a base of 
strong empioyees and sound practices 
that w%ll rewit in success irnmedi- 
ately as well as in the future. An or- 
ganization that learns to nurture 
these skiils in its leadership is the one 
that wiii proflt in the long run. 
Finaiiy, an organization can learn 
that change is not necessary all the 
time. Sometimes the established 
ways are the best ones at a given 
time, so riaking sweeping changes 
is not a profitable propcsition. But 
an organization can only learn this 
throng5 con~prehensive xploration, 
so it is not an excuse ro accept the 
standard -duo and ignore the trend 
of innovatioc. To be competitive in 
the 25" century economy, an orga- 
nization ~ . u s t  actively pursue inno- 
vation and be open to change. 
A person within an organization that 
is pursing innovation, also has many 
learning cpportunities. If a persor, 
can iearn tc accept and benefit frsn; 
change, to become a "change agent", 
he or she can leverage a career with 
unlimited potenti&. People can learn 
zhe essential skills needed in L?e 21': 
century work place. The 21" century 
empioyee needs ?Ae confidence and 
skill set to be a gsk taker. Be or she 
must be able ro Ieam fmm e v q  ex- 
perience, to adapt and be BexXe, and 
tc communicate effectively with a va- 
riety of audiences. Xe or she rnnst 
ieam to take responsibility for his or 
her own career track; he or she must 
learn is be accountable for his cr her 
cwn peso-mance and kture. in 3r- 
der :c take advantage of a changing 
environment, ti.,e 2'1" cen*:ury fro,- 
ployee needs to learn self-=anage- 
ment, time management, and deci- 
sion-making skills. Ee or she must be 
prepared to initiate and ccxpk;e ac- 
tions wiL? ?,Me di rec th  and to he 
creative and 'Lc 5e resilient. In Lie face 
of change, the e~.ployee will mder- 
stand the value of life-long ieaming. 
Next, empioyees in a changeelm 
bracing organization can enbark on 
a voyage of self-discovery. Throsgh 
the self-examination of msponses to 
change, 2 person can iearn mcch 
about his or her vaiue system, moti- 
vations, expecrations, and strengths 
and weaknesses. If a person Bces 
and accepts change with an open 
mind, he or she has much to dis- 
cover. A person, much like an orga- 
nizahn,  has the opportunity ro cox- 
plete a personal audit when experi- 
en.ing change in the workp!ace. 
Innovation is imperative isr an or- 
ganizatlon to sray csmpet:tzve in the 
2ia: century economy, but change 
xakes people uncoRfortaMe. Well- 
nanaged change can be incredibly 
beneficial for organizaiions 2nd 
their enpicyees if they Sorh take the 
spportunity to iearn from it. SLA's 
Strategic Learning Team is in a po- 
sidon to heip. In addition to int-cs- 
ducing you to innovations -within 
the infomation profession, the Stra- 
tegic Learning team is prepared to 
encourage yo2 in your endeavors to 
learn fror, change and become iife- 
long learners. 
OCLC Metadata Contract Services, your contract cataloging solution, lets yoli 
add the staff expertise you need at a price you can afford. Providing 
conversion, cataloging and physical processing for materiais in aB1 
bibliographic formats and many ianguages, OCLC's contract cataloging 
soiution can help you eliminate yaur backlog and keep up with your current 
cataloging-getting materials to your users faster. A quality solution for short- 
or long-term cataloging assistance, OCLC Metadata Contract Services iets you 
haiance your resources effectively. 
See our qualifications at 
w~~v.sc8c.org/oclc/merau/techpro.htrn 
www.octc.arg/oclc/menu/conv.htm 
Kreizwran-Rerzek Jos'ns 5 t h  
B&Xd 
Tile SLA announces that Karen 
Mrelzman-Reczek has been elected ?a 
the SLA Board of Directors. She will 
fill a vacancy foliowing the resigna- 
tion of director Lucy Eettis. 
The §LA Board of Directsrs elected 
RreizEan-Reczek during their An- 
nu& Fall Board Meeting on October 
19, 2001. She will nake her first oi- 
iicial appearance at the §LA Winter 
Meeting In Chicago, IL, January 24- 
26, 2002. Xer term as director will 
run through 2003. 
Manage, arcbive and share cus~orn~zed results sers 
6 A~tornailcaily harvest content from 35,000 specialty 
databases, chatroorns, message hoaras anc search 
engmes simultaneously 
Schedule persistent search profiles 
PERFECT FOR: 
Research and Data M!n~ng 
a Compet~tive mtelligence 
0 3rand monltollng and more 
CALL NQ W PCP your FREE 30-DAY TRIAL 
605-336-1746 or amy@brightplanet.co~ 
Kreizman-Reczek is the manager of 
t i e  infomation resources center at 
ACTS Testing Labs, Xxc., sUffalc, NY. 
She is also a visiting iectsrer in the 
School of Information and Libraries 
Sludies at :he State University of New 
York [SUMY) at Buffalo. 
An acrive r ~ e ~ b e r  of SLA since 1988, 
Krelzman-Xeczek has served in a 
multitude of knctions at :he associa- 
tion, chapter, anb division ieveis. She 
served as a menber of the Strategic 
Planning Ccnrmitlee (1 996-1997>; 
Upstate New York Chapter: Bniietin 
Editor (2000 - present); Consulticg 
Chair 1,2000/01- present> \,; Bioiogicai 
Sciences Division: Professionai De- 
velopment Committee Chair (i994- 
1995); and Engineerjng Division: 
Standards Roundtabie Chair ('1998- 
1999). Kreizman-Reczek's acadeE:,ic 
credentials inchde an MLS from the 
State University of New Yo'olk [ SUNY) 
at Buffalo and a B.S. in Social Sci- 
ences and Humanities a: Clarkson 
University in Potsdam. Mew York. 
SLA President Hope N. Tillman re- 
marked, "We are very pleased that 
Karen will be joining rrs on the SLA 
Board of Directors and will be wel- 
coming her at the Winter Meeting in 
Chicago. We iook fcrward to her add- 
ing fresh ideas, drawing on her broad 
experience in various ass~ciat io~s."  
SkA Seeks Proposals 
SLA is seeking ~nncvative research 
proposals in the field of library and 
information science for the 2002 
Steven I, Goidspiel Menorial Re- 
search Grant. Established in 195.1 sy 
Prinark (formerly Disciosurel. , the 
research fund is an endowm.,rx: de- 
signed ro support projects that prs- 
mote research on and advancement 
of library sciences, including ones 
The Steven I. Goldsprei Memorial 
Research Grant is available in te r~a-  
tionally lo both practitioners acd aca- 
demics. Doctoral stndents are also 
encouraged to appiji, Menbership in 
SLA is no: a prerequisite for sub+it- 
iing a proposai. Xecent awards have 
been close t o  $20,000, t h ~ n g h  
projects with smilier budgets are aiso 
encouraged. Grant appiicaiions are 
reviewed by the SlSi Researclr C ~ E -  
=ittee based on rhe pxpose and cS- 
jectiues of the p:oposed project, the 
significance ai the topic to the pro- 
fession, tile project's methodology, 
:he cpalificafions of the researcher, 
and :he appropriateness of the 
-.. :,:eject's budget and ti~xrabfe. 
The Soi&spiel Grant application ma- 
terials are avaiiab!e via Viri'nai SLA 
at ~vww.sia.crg. The deadline for pro- 
posals and appiicaaions is February 
15, 2002. The deadline for 
resubmission of applications (if re- 
quested by the Xesearc:? Cornaitieej 
w i ~ h  adCkonai expianations cr for- 
.%ar'inp corrections is "e'orzary 28, 
2002. Grant winners will he deter- 
=iced ar SEA'S Boar6 of Direr~ors 
Meeting during the 93rd Annual Con- 
ferencs in Los Angeles, Caiifornia. 
June 8-13, 2002. The winner will be 
nctified in Juh of 2002. 
For =ore information on the Steven 
I .  Goidspiel Memorlai Research 
Gra~t ,  application guidelines, grant 
contracts, or a iisring of past 
Goldspiel projects and recipients. 
visit Virtual §LA or contact the Di- 
rector of Infcr.aatJon Ressurces, John 
L a t h a ~ ,  by enail at johrl@sla.org or 
by phone zt 202-939-3639, 
SLA $mtrxdures i t s  Ontine Annoat Report 
The Special Libraries Association (SLA) has introdaced 
its Online Anncal Report. The report was developed as a 
resource tool fcr members and outside vendors, provid- 
ing a quick and easy window into the past association 
year. The easy-to-navigate menu bar provides one stop 
access to associatioc information. Find year in reviews 
on association programs, financial statements, a coznplete 
listing of corporate and individual support and awards 
and honors, and scholarship winners. For more informa- 
tion visit the pxblic relations section at www.sla.org. 
SLA Unve3.s K f x  
The Special Libraries Association ( S U )  has unveiled the 
K~owledge Exchange (formerly the Information Resources 
Center). The ~ i s s i o n  of SLA's new Knowledge Exchange 
@Ex) will be to facilitate the exchange of knowledge within 
SLA's g l o M  community. With the guidance of the 
association's research committee, the i<Ex will support the 
creation and shaf'nng of innovative research. In additioc, 
the KEx will also create a Knowledge Exchange System 
within S W s  global headqzarters and develop best przc- 
tices databases, message hoards, discussion lists, and chats 
Powell's 9echnicul Bookstore is always 
seeking quality technical, scientific, and 
academic titles. We offer cash ~r trade and 
can help you get the most for your books. 
@ PHYSICS 0 CONSTRUCTION 
MATHEMATICS 0 SKILLED TRADES 
CHEMISTRY 0 OLDER EDITIONS 
ENGINEERING 0 DUPLICATES 
ELECTRONICS @ SUPERCEDED TITLES 
POWELL'S 
TECHNICAL BOOKS 
33 NW Park! Portland, O R  97209 




for the benefit of SLA members. The KEx will continue ful- 
filling the Information Resource Center's (IRC) mission of 
preparing and maintaining more than forty information 
portals, providing interlibrary loans, reference and referral 
services, and maintaining CONSULT Online, a directory of 
SLth members serving as library consultanis. The REX is the 
first unit to be launched under S W s  new "Structuring for 
Strength" initiative, which is designed to guide the skills of 
infomation professionals and increase awareness of the 
critical role they play in a knowledge-based society. 
Shaffer Howawed zvith Camfinemca'rative Cha.iw 
SLA Executive Director, Roberta I. Shaffer, was recentily hon- 
o ~ e d  with a Commemorative Chair by The Friends or" the 
Texas State Law Library. The Corn,%emorative Chair was 
donated in her honor by the law firm of Covington and 
Burling in Washington, DC, and wili serve as a reading chair 
in the Tom C. Clark Building at Texas State Law Library in 
h s t i n ,  Texas. Ms. Shaffer served as the Director of Research 
Inforrnation Services at Covington and Bnrling from 1991 
until 1999 and Dean of the Graduaie School of Library and 
Information Sciences at the Univezsity of Texiis at Austin 
prior to her appointment as Executive Director of SLA. 
Easy Access to the Media and information Resources 
for over 98 Industries. Comprehensive and up-to-date 
information like this would cost thousands of dollars or 
countless of hours of searching to find. 
We know, we've done it. 
The Directory of Business Information Resources, 2002 
THE SOURCE FOR CONTACTS IN 98 IHDUSTBIES. NOW 119 TWO VOLUMES! 
These toi&l!y-reseorthed volumes dem~i: 
he Assodofions representjcg each indus>y 
!he Newslevers hn! keep members turreiit 
the Mcgozines and loirrnais that oie important tc the irode 
the oiiimpcmnt mogozifie's Spetial !hues that cover tiends cnd hiecask 
the Conve~tioas !h~? are must-a~ends 
* the Directoiies & Datoboses h o t  are mos?hove rnaketing SGUiteS 
and f i e  indtistiy Web Sites hot w i d e  iaportont mokerina informof;on. 
"A mandotory purrhose for pubk, orademir, ~ w d  Ousinesj !iOrories." -AREA 200 1 
"Well organized and the infermotion is easy fo W.. . For smofer iibrories or pri~ote 
iibraries, this book is or! excellent substitute for the nor5 costly fncyd~pedio of dssociotions" 
-The Ddy Recod 
IN PRINT - Softcover, 2 volumes, ISBN: 1-930956-75-4; 2,500 pages; $275.00 
ONLINE - Annual Subxriptiosc $545.00 tindudes o free ropy of the print version) 
Don't miss this opportunity to have this important, timesaving 
resource on your desk - start sauing rtsearcck time and money todq. 
Call todiry (800) 562-2139 or visit www.greyhouse.com 
Grey House Publishing 
185 Miilerton Road, Miilertoa, NY 1-2546 
(800) 562-21 39 www.greyfnoilse.com 
American Institute for ChemicP Engineers IP 
wcw~.aiche.org 














Lizda Ha11 Library 
www.lhl.~b.mo.us/ 
I E U C  
www.nerac.com 
























Federa: ConvenSon an 
Emerging %ehnolcgies 
Janoary 7-9, 2302 
S~onsored by  Goverzmient 
EIectrocics & infcrzst.ion 
Technology Association 
T " ^  L=> Vegas, NV, GSA 
http://w~w.federzleve:lts.corr./ 
ic-nain .:?mi 
Association for Library and 
Enformatian Science Edrzcatien 
(ALEE) NationaZ Conference 
January 15-13, 2002 
Spo~scred Sy ALiSE 
Zeston, VR; USA 
http://www.alise.org 
6 SSLAWinter Yeeting 
Ianuary 24-16, 2002 
Czicago, IL, USA 
wwvi.slz.o;g/content/Zven:s/ 
index.clrz 
cG Knovjledge Forua 
January 25, 2002 
n- micago, IL, USA 
http://www.sla.org/czlendar/ 
Pnnovatizg I - f  ., ormatior. 
Sendces 
Jamary 25-29, 2002 
Chicago, iL, USA 
:?::.p://www.sia.org/ 
calendar/ 
Nmis Library Assosizticn 
Febmary 16-21, 2032 
Spo~sored by the M.;sic 
7 .- 
uorary Association 
h s  Vegas, NV, USA 
h32:// 
wuw..masiclib?aryassoc.3rg 
The Assoeiaticn ICT 
P~formatian and Iaage 
Xana~exm?t 
March 5-8, 20C2 
Sponsorf d b y  RIIM 
San Frzncisx, CP,, USA 
http://aiin.zii~2002.cor: 
Coapn:e?s in  Libraries 2002 
March 13-15, 2002 
Spozsored by Infcr~a t ion  
Today 
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The InPenlzticnal Federation 
of Libwry Associatiorts and 
Ir?stitu?rfons (IFLA) Geilcrai 
Ecmfe?eil:.ee and Canncil 
August 18-24, iOC2 
Gasglow, Scotland 
www.ifla.org 
2 2"" Sozth K'aanric Pegionai Q7 
Conferexe 
Sep~emSer 22-24, 20C2 
Ashevlle, NC, GSA 
http://www.sla.org/calendai. 
c> SLA-Emred Conferences 
:@ Csnference at which S i h  will be exhibiting 


